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CITY OF PACIFIC GROVE
300 FOREST AVENUE
PACIFIC GROVE, CALIFORNIA 93950
TELEPHONE (831) 648-3190 FAX (831) 648-3184

INITIAL STUDY / ENVIRONMENTAL CHECKLIST FORM
1. Project Title: Schembri Residence – 342 Asilomar Ave., Pacific Grove, CA 93950
Permit Type: Architectural Permit (AP) & Coastal Development Permit (CDP) No. 21-0045
2. Lead Agency Name and Address: City of Pacific Grove, 300 Forest Ave., Pacific Grove, CA
93950
3. Lead Agency Contact Person and Phone Number: Alex Othon, Associate Planner, T: 831648-3185, E: aothon@cityofpacificgrove.org
4. Project Location: 342 Asilomar Ave., Pacific Grove, Monterey County, CA. Assessor’s Parcel
Number (APN): 007-061-006 (See Figure 1)
5. Project Applicant(s): Frank & Carol Schembri, 3912 Marshall Ave., San Mateo, CA 94403
6. General Plan (GP)/Land Use Plan (LUP) Designations: GP: Low Density Residential to 5.4
Dwelling Unit per Acre (DU/AC); LUP: Low Density Residential 1-2 (LDR 1-2) DU/AC
7. Zoning: R-1-B-4
8. Description of the Project: The proposed project entails demolition of an existing 1,312 sq.
ft., one-story, single-family residence and the construction of a new 2,590 sq. ft., two-story, singlefamily dwelling with an attached two-car garage. The building will be constructed in the same
general footprint of the existing home. The driveway will be slightly reconfigured from its current
looped design and be more centrally located at project completion. A Habitat Restoration Plan was
prepared in conjunction with the project and will be implemented during and post-construction. The
plan calls for the removal of all non-native vegetation, the planting of varying types of native
vegetation, and returning the rest of the property to a natural dune habitat.

Figure 1 – Vicinity Map
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9. Surrounding Land Uses and Setting: (Briefly describe the project’s surroundings)
The project site is located within the City of Pacific Grove in the County of Monterey, California.
The project site consists of a 21,780 sq. ft. (0.5 acre) parcel with a 1,312 sq. ft. one-story residence,
located between Arena Avenue to the north and Pico Avenue to the south. The site (APN: 007-061006) is located in the Asilomar Dunes Tract which is located in the R-1-B-4 zoning district.
The project site and its surrounding parcels are located in the Coastal Zone, the Environmentally
Sensitive Habitat Area, and the Archaeological Zone. A range of one-story and two-story singlefamily residences surround the property.
The site is within an archaeologically sensitive area. An archeological survey was conducted on site
and will be discussed further in the Cultural Resources Section.
The Asilomar Dunes is an area of coastal sand dune habitat that supports a number of rare and
endangered species and indigenous Monterey pine forest. The site topography consists of a relatively
flat dune swale area, below a dune ridge that rises towards the southwestern boundary of the
property. The existing residence is approximately five feet below Asilomar Avenue.
10. Other public agencies whose approval is required: City of Pacific Grove Building
Department.
11. Have California Native American tribes traditionally and culturally affiliated with the project area
requested consultation pursuant to Public Resources Code section 21080.3.1? If so, has consultation
begun? Yes. Consultation with the Ohlone/Costanoan-Esselen Nation (OCEN) and the Esselen
Tribe commenced on February 26, 2021 and was ongoing throughout the permit and environmental
review process. The consultation period was concluded February 22, 2022.
Note: Conducting consultation early in the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) process
allows tribal governments, lead agencies, and project proponents to discuss the level of
environmental review, identify and address potential adverse impacts to tribal cultural resources, and
reduce the potential for delay and conflict in the environmental review process (See Public
Resources Code section 21083.3.2.). Information may also be available from the California Native
American Heritage Commission’s Sacred Lands File per Public Resources Code section 5097.96 and
the California Historical Resources Information System administered by the California Office of
Historic Preservation. Please also note that Public Resources Code section 21082.3(c) contains
provisions specific to confidentiality.
Review Period: March 2, 2022, through April 4, 2022
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Environmental Factors Potentially Affected:
The environmental factors checked below () would be potentially affected by this project, involving
at least one impact that is a “Potentially Significant Impact” as indicated by the checklist on the
following pages.
Aesthetics

Greenhouse Gases

Agricultural
Resources

Hazards &
Hazardous Materials
Hydrology/Water
Quality

Air Quality


Biological
Resources

Land Use/Planning



Cultural Resources

Mineral Resources

Geology/Soils

Noise

Tribal Cultural
Energy
Resources
DETERMINATION: (To be completed by the Lead Agency)


Population/Housing
Public Services
Recreation
Transportation/Traffic
Utilities/Service
Systems
Mandatory Findings of
Significance
Wildfire

On the basis of this initial evaluation:
 I find that the proposed project COULD NOT have a significant effect on the environment, and a
NEGATIVE DECLARATION will be prepared.
 I find that although the proposed project could have a significant effect on the environment, there will
not be a significant effect in this case because revisions in the project have been made by or agreed to by
the project proponent. A MITIGATED NEGATIVE DECLARATION will be prepared.
 I find that the proposed project MAY have a significant effect on the environment, and an
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT is required.
 I find that the proposed project MAY have a "potentially significant impact" or "potentially significant
unless mitigated" impact on the environment, but at least one effect 1) has been adequately analyzed in
an earlier document pursuant to applicable legal standards, and 2) has been addressed by mitigation
measures based on the earlier analysis as described on attached sheets. An ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT REPORT is required, but it must analyze only the effects that remain to be addressed. I find
that although the proposed project could have a significant effect on the environment, because all
potentially significant effects (a) have been analyzed adequately in an earlier EIR or NEGATIVE
DECLARATION pursuant to applicable standards, and (b) have been avoided or mitigated pursuant to
that earlier EIR or NEGATIVE DECLARATION, including revisions or mitigation measures that are
imposed upon the proposed project, nothing further is required.

Alex Othon___________

Signature _______

Date _______March 1, 2022________

Alex Othon, Associate Planner
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CEQA Environmental Checklist
This checklist identifies physical, biological, social, and economic factors that might be affected by
the proposed project. In many cases, background studies performed in connection with the projects
indicate no impacts. A NO IMPACT answer in the last column reflects this determination. Where
there is a need for clarifying discussion, the discussion is included in either the applicable section of
the checklist or is within the body of the environmental document itself. The words "significant"
and "significance" used throughout the following checklist are related to the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), not the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) impacts.
The questions in this form are intended to encourage the thoughtful assessment of impacts and do
not represent thresholds of significance.
Evaluation of Environmental Impacts
1) A brief explanation is required for all answers except "No Impact" answers that are adequately
supported by the information sources a lead agency cites in the parentheses following each question.
A "No Impact" answer is adequately supported if the referenced information sources show that the
impact simply does not apply to projects like the one involved (e.g., the project falls outside a fault
rupture zone). A "No Impact" answer should be explained where it is based on project-specific
factors as well as general standards (e.g., the project will not expose sensitive receptors to pollutants,
based on a project-specific screening analysis).
2) All answers must take account of the whole action involved, including off-site as well as on-site,
cumulative as well as project-level, indirect as well as direct, and construction as well as operational
impacts.
3) Once the lead agency has determined that a particular physical impact may occur, then the
checklist answers must indicate whether the impact is potentially significant, less than significant
with mitigation, or less than significant. "Potentially Significant Impact" is appropriate if there is
substantial evidence that an effect may be significant. If there are one or more "Potentially
Significant Impact" entries when the determination is made, an EIR is required.
4) "Negative Declaration: Less Than Significant With Mitigation Incorporated" applies where the
incorporation of mitigation measures has reduced an effect from "Potentially Significant Impact" to
a "Less Than Significant Impact." The lead agency must describe the mitigation measures, and
briefly explain how they reduce the effect to a less than significant level (mitigation measures from
"Earlier Analyses," as described in (5) below, may be cross-referenced).
5) Earlier analyses may be used where, pursuant to the tiering, program EIR, or other CEQA
process, an effect has been adequately analyzed in an earlier EIR or negative declaration. Section
15063(c)(3)(D). In this case, a brief discussion should identify the following:
a) Earlier Analysis Used. Identify and state where they are available for review.
b) Impacts Adequately Addressed. Identify which effects from the above checklist were
within the scope of and adequately analyzed in an earlier document pursuant to applicable
legal standards, and state whether such effects were addressed by mitigation measures based
on the earlier analysis.
7

c) Mitigation Measures. For effects that are "Less than Significant with Mitigation Measures
Incorporated," describe the mitigation measures which were incorporated or refined from
the earlier document, and the extent to which they address site-specific conditions for the
project.
6) Lead agencies are encouraged to incorporate into the checklist references to information sources
for potential impacts (e.g., general plans, zoning ordinances). Reference to a previously prepared or
outside document should, where appropriate, include a reference to the page or pages where the
statement is substantiated.
7) Supporting Information Sources: A source list should be attached, and other sources used or
individuals contacted should be cited in the discussion.
8) This is only a suggested form, and lead agencies are free to use different formats; however, lead
agencies should normally address the questions from this checklist that are relevant to a project's
environmental effects in whatever format is selected.
9) The explanation of each issue should identify:
a) The significance criteria or threshold, if any, used to evaluate each question; and
b) The mitigation measure identified, if any, to reduce the impact to less than significance
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1. AESTHETICS
A. Would the project have a substantial adverse effect on an identified scenic vista?
Less Than
Potentially
Less than Significant
No
Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated
Impact
IMPACT Significant Impact
Impact

B. Would the project substantially damage scenic resources, including, but not limited to
trees, rock outcroppings, and historic buildings within a state scenic highway?
Less Than
Potentially
Less than Significant
No
Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated
Impact
IMPACT Significant Impact
Impact

C. Would the project substantially degrade the existing visual character or quality of the site
and its surroundings?
Less Than
Potentially
Less than Significant
No
Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated
Impact
IMPACT Significant Impact
Impact

D. Would the project create a new source of substantial light or glare that would adversely
affect day or nighttime views in the area?
Less Than
Potentially
Less than Significant
No
Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated
Impact
IMPACT Significant Impact
Impact


DISCUSSION
Item A: The City of Pacific Grove Local Coastal Program’s Land Use Plan (LUP) contains Policy
2.5.4.1 which designates the following areas as scenic: “All areas seaward of Ocean View boulevard
and Sunset Drive, Lighthouse Reservation lands, Asilomar Conference Ground dune lands visible
from Sunset Drive, lands fronting on the east side of Sunset Drive; and the forest-front zone
between Asilomar Avenue and the crest of the high dune (from the north side of the Pico Avenue
intersection to Sinex Avenue).” The project site is in one of these locations. The project site is
currently developed with a 1,312 sq. ft. one-story, 11’ 5” tall single-family residence, which is
proposed for demolition, and has a slope upwards towards Calle De Los Amigos to the rear. The
proposed two-story residence would be 25 feet tall at its highest point and would be constructed on
the lowest point of the swale, in the location of the current home, to minimize the obstruction of
any views from the east towards the coastline, as the peak of the roof will be below the dune ridge at
the west of the property.
The demolition of the existing home and the construction of the new home results in a less than
significant impact on a scenic vista.
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Item B: The project would not damage scenic resources within a state scenic highway because there
are no state scenic highways within the City of Pacific Grove, pursuant to the California Scenic
Highway Program. This results in no impact.
Item C: The project consists of replacing an existing residence in a neighborhood consisting of
single-family residences. The size and scale of the proposed new residence would be consistent with
surrounding single-family homes. Additionally, no trees or other substantial vegetation are proposed
for removal. As such, the project would not substantially degrade the existing visual character or
quality of the site and its surroundings. Impacts would be less than significant.
Item D: Existing nighttime lighting and daytime glare on the site is limited to exterior lighting
associated with the existing single-family residence and glare from the existing windows. Exterior
residential lighting has the potential to produce substantial amounts of light or glare unless the light
source is shielded, or wattage is kept at levels to sufficiently limit light glare. Although the project
would include new exterior light sources, the creation of substantial glare is not anticipated because
the proposed light fixtures would be similar to the existing amount, as well as required to meet the
City’s Architectural Review Guidelines as follows:
Guideline 10: Position outdoor lighting so that no direct light extends onto neighboring
properties.
Required conformance with existing guidelines and the project design features described above
would reduce potential impacts to a level that is less than significant.
Sources:





Pacific Grove Local Coastal Program Land Use Plan (LUP) and Pacific Grove Municipal
Code Chapter 23.73
California Department of Transportation (Caltrans). California Scenic Highway Program.
Accessed September 20, 2021. http://www.dot.ca.gov/design/lap/livability/scenichighways/index.html
City of Pacific Grove, Architectural Review Guidelines for Single Family Residences.
Accessed August 13, 2021. http://pacificgrovelibrary.org/sites/default/files/generaldocuments/architectural-review-board/architectural-review-guidelines.pdf
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2. AGRICULTURE AND FORESTRY RESOURCES
In determining whether impacts to agricultural resources are significant environmental effects, lead
agencies may refer to the California Agricultural Land Evaluation and Site Assessment Model (1997)
prepared by the California Dept. of Conservation as an optional model to use in assessing impacts
on agriculture and farmland. In determining whether impacts to forest resources, including
timberland, are significant environmental effects, lead agencies may refer to information compiled
by the California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection regarding the state’s inventory of
forest land, including the Forest and Range Assessment Project and the Forest Legacy Assessment
project; and forest carbon measurement methodology provided in Forest Protocols adopted by the
California Air Resources Board.
Would the project:
A.
Convert Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland, or Farmland of Statewide Importance
(Farmland), as shown on the maps prepared pursuant to the Farmland Mapping and
Monitoring Program of the California Resources Agency, to non-agricultural use?

IMPACT

Potentially
Significant Impact

Less than Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact


B.

Conflict with existing zoning for agricultural use, or a Williamson Act contract?
Less Than
Less than Significant
No
Potentially
Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated
Impact
IMPACT Significant Impact
Impact

C.
Conflict with existing zoning for, or cause rezoning of, forest land (as defined in
Public Resources Code section 12220(g)), timberland (as defined by Public Resources Code
section 4526), or timberland zoned Timberland Production (as defined by Government Code
section 51104(g))?
Less Than
Potentially
Less than Significant
No
Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated
Impact
IMPACT Significant Impact
Impact

D.

Result in the loss of forest land or conversion of forest land to non-forest use?
Less Than
Potentially
Less than Significant
No
Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated
Impact
IMPACT Significant Impact
Impact

E. Involve other changes in the existing environment which, due to their location or
nature, could result in conversion of Farmland, to non-agricultural use or conversion of
forest land to non-forest use?
11

IMPACT

Potentially
Significant Impact

Less than Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact


DISCUSSION
Items A, B, C, D, E: According to the California Department of Conservation’s Farmland
Mapping and Monitoring Program, the City of Pacific Grove is located on land identified as urban
and built-up land and other land. There are no agriculture or forestry resources within or
surrounding the project site; therefore, no impact would occur. This results in no impact.
Sources:


California Department of Conservation. Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program.
Accessed July 1 1, 2021. http://www.conservation.ca.gov/dlrp/fmmp
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3. AIR QUALITY
Where available, the significance criteria established by the applicable air quality
management or air pollution control district may be relied upon to make the following
determinations. Would the project:
A) Conflict with or obstruct implementation of the applicable air quality plan?
Less Than
Potentially
Less than Significant
Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated
IMPACT Significant Impact
Impact


No
Impact

B) Result in a cumulatively considerable net increase of any criteria pollutant for which the
project region is non-attainment under an applicable federal or state ambient air quality
standard?
Less Than
Potentially
Less than Significant
No
Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated
Impact
IMPACT Significant Impact
Impact

C) Expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant concentrations?
IMPACT

Potentially
Significant Impact

Less than Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact


D) Result in other emissions (such as those relating to odors) adversely affecting a
substantial number of people?
Less Than
Potentially
Less than Significant
Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated
IMPACT Significant Impact
Impact


No
Impact

No
Impact

DISCUSSION
The City of Pacific Grove is located in the Monterey Bay region of the North Central Coast Air
Basin (NCCAB). The Monterey Bay Air Resources District (MBARD) is responsible for developing
regulations governing emissions of air pollution, permitting and inspecting stationary sources,
monitoring air quality, and air quality planning activities within the NCCAB. In March 1997 the air
basin was re-designated from a “moderate nonattainment” area for the federal ozone standards to a
“maintenance/attainment” area. The NCCAB is currently in attainment for the federal PM10
(particulate less than 10 microns in diameter) standards and for state and federal nitrogen dioxide,
sulfur dioxide, and carbon monoxide standards. The NCCAB is classified as a nonattainment area
for the state ozone and PM10 standards.
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Items A, B: The 2012-2015 Air Quality Management Plan (AQMP) outlines the air quality
regulations for Pacific Grove and the rest of the MBARD. The proposed project is consistent with
the adopted growth forecast and must conform to all existing MBARD requirements; therefore, it
would not conflict with or obstruct implementation of the AQMP.
Construction activities are generally short term in duration but may still cause adverse air quality
impacts. Typical construction emissions result from a variety of activities such as grading, paving,
and vehicle and equipment exhaust. These emissions can lead to adverse health effects and cause
nuisance concerns, such as reduced visibility and the generation of dust. Emissions produced during
grading and construction activities are short term because they would occur only during the
construction phase of the proposed project. Construction emissions would include the on- and offsite generation of mobile source exhaust emissions as well as emissions of fugitive dust associated
with earth-moving equipment.
According to the MBARD CEQA Guidelines, a project would have a significant short-term
construction impact if the project would emit more than 82 pounds per day or more of PM10.
Further, the MBARD CEQA Guidelines set a screening threshold of 2.2 acres of construction
earthmoving per day, meaning that if a project results in less than 2.2 acres of earthmoving, the
project is assumed to be below the 82 pounds per day threshold of significance. The Proposed
project footprint is less than one acre and involves only minor construction activity and ground
disturbance (±70 cy). As such, the proposed project would result in less than 2.2 acres of
earthmoving per day, and a as result, is below the threshold and would have a less than significant
impact to air quality from construction activities. The minor construction-related impacts would not
violate any air quality standards or obstruct implementation of the move recent MBARD AQMP.
Operational emissions would not be substantial as they would only involve vehicle trips and energy
usage associated with one single-family residence. This would be considered a less than significant
impact.
Construction equipment could result in the generation of diesel-PM emissions during construction.
Exhaust emissions are typically highest during the initial site preparation, particularly when a project
requires extensive site preparation (e.g., grading, excavation) involving large numbers of
construction equipment. However, given the size and extent of the project, large numbers of
construction equipment would not be required. Because short-term construction activities would be
very limited and are considered minor, they would not contribute to regional nonattainment air
quality conditions. During construction air pollutants such as dust and equipment exhaust may be
generated; however, existing regulations (e.g., dust suppression and equipment emissions
requirements) would substantially reduce such emissions. Required compliance with existing
regulations, as well as the small scale of the proposed project, would reduce potential air quality
impacts to a level that is less than significant.
The project includes the demolition of an existing residence which was built in the 1950s and may
contain lead, asbestos, or other construction materials commonly used during or since that period
that have since been discovered to be hazardous and potentially toxic if released into the air. A
demolition permit is required from the City’s Building Department which includes disclosures
14

regarding MBARD and OSHA compliance requirements. Compliance MBARD and OSHA
requirements during demolition would ensure that emissions of any hazardous materials would not
be significant.
Item C: A sensitive receptor is generally defined as a location such as a residence, school, retirement
facility, or hospital, where sensitive populations (e.g., children, the elderly, and people with
respiratory or related health problems) could reasonably be exposed to continuous emissions.
Except for other single-family homes, none of these sensitive receptors are located in the project
vicinity. Required compliance with the existing regulations discussed above, as well as the small scale
of the proposed project, would reduce potential air quality impacts to sensitive receptors to a level
that is less than significant.
Item D: Potentially objectionable odors generated by the proposed project could result from diesel
exhaust during grading and construction. Required compliance with existing emissions regulations
on construction equipment, the small scale of the project for a single-family residence, and the
limited duration of construction would reduce these impacts to a level that is less than significant.
Sources:


Monterey Bay Air Resources District. 2012-2015 Air Quality Management Plan. Accessed
August 25, 2021. https://www.mbard.org/files/6632732f5/2012‐2015‐AQMP_FINAL.pdf
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4. BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES
Would the project:
A. Have a substantial adverse effect, either directly or through habitat modifications, on any
species identified as a candidate, sensitive, or special status species in local or regional
plans, policies, or regulations, or by the California Department of Fish and Game or U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service?
IMPACT

Potentially
Significant Impact

Less than Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact


B. Have a substantial adverse effect on any riparian habitat or other sensitive natural
community identified in local or regional plans, policies, regulations or by the California
Department of Fish and Game or US Fish and Wildlife Service?
Less Than
Potentially
Less than Significant
No
Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated
Impact
IMPACT Significant Impact
Impact

C. Have a substantial adverse effect on federally protected wetlands as defined by Section
404 of the Clean Water Act (including, but not limited to, marsh, vernal pool, coastal, etc.)
through direct removal, filling, hydrological interruption, or other means?
Less Than
Potentially
Less than Significant
No
Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated
Impact
IMPACT Significant Impact
Impact

D. Interfere substantially with the movement of any native resident or migratory fish or
wildlife species or with established native resident or migratory wildlife corridors, or impede
the use of native wildlife nursery sites?
Less Than
Potentially
Less than Significant
No
Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated
Impact
IMPACT Significant Impact
Impact

E. Conflict with any local policies or ordinances protecting biological resources, such as a
tree preservation policy or ordinance?
Less Than
Potentially
Less than Significant
No
Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated
Impact
IMPACT Significant Impact
Impact

F. Conflict with the provisions of an adopted Habitat Conservation Plan, Natural Community
Conservation Plan, or other approved local, regional, or state habitat conservation plan?
Less Than
Potentially
Less than Significant
No
Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated
Impact
IMPACT Significant Impact
Impact
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DISCUSSION
All of the Asilomar Dunes Residential Area (ADRA) within which the property is located is
classified as Environmentally Sensitive Habitat Area (ESHA) in the City’s Local Coastal Program
(LCP). The project biologist, Thomas Moss, has prepared a site-specific analysis which asserts that
only the western portion of the property contained ESHA characteristics. According to the project
biologist, currently, the dune swale, the location of the proposed new house, is covered entirely by Kikuyu grass
(Pennisetum clandestinum), which has excluded the growth of all other plants. The dune ridge supports a sparse,
though uniform, cover of mostly native beach sagewort (Artemisia pycnocephala). Exotic annual grass dominates the
lower slopes of the dune ridge.
Additionally, the project biologist noted the following plant and animal species occurring on site:
Plant species:
Common Name
Yellow Sand Verbena
Dune dandelion
Beach sagewort
Ripgut Grass
Coyote Bush
Beach Primrose
Hottentot fig ice plant
Miner’s Lettuce
Coast cryptantha
Monterey Cypress
Pride of Madeira
Mock heather
Toad flax
Bur-clover
Ngaio Tree
Bermuda buttercup
Kikuyu grass
Monterey pine
Dune bluegrass
Bracken fern
Black sage
Common groundsel

Scientific Name
Abornia latifolia
Agoseris apargioides
Artemisia pycnocephala
Bromus diandrus
Baccharis pilularis pilularis
Camissonia cheiranthifolia
Carpobrotus edulis
Claytonia perfoliate
Cryptantha leiocarpa
Cupressus macrocarpa
Echium fastuosum
Ericameria ericoides
Linaria candensis var. taxana
Medicago polymorpha
Myoporum laetum
Oxalis pes-carpae
Pennisetum clandestinum
Pinus radiate
Poa douglasii
Pteridium aquilinum
Salvia mellifera
Senecio vulgairs

Animal species:
Common Name
Cooper’s Hawk
California scrub jay
Tufted titmouse
Red-shouldered hawk
Anna’s hummingbird
Coyote
Brown creeper
Northern flicker

Scientific Name
Accipiter cooperii
Aphelocoma californica
Baeolopus bicolor
Buteo lineatus
Calypte anna
Canis latrans
Certhia americana
Colaptes auratus
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American crow
Steller’s jay
Brewer’s Blackbird
Bobcat
Acorn woodpecker
California towhee
Black-tail deer
Downy woodpecker
Raccoon
Ruby-crowned kinglet
Yellow-rumped warbler
Townsend’s warbler
European starling
Botta’s pocket gopher
Golden-crowned sparrow
White-crowned sparrow

Corvus brachyrhynchos
Cyanocitta stelleri
Euphagus cyanocephalus
Lynx rufus
Melanerpes formicivorus
Melozone crissalis
Odocoileus hemionus
Picoides pubescens
Procyon lotor
Regulus calendula
Setophaga coronate
Setophaga townsendi
Sturnus vulgaris
Thomomys bottae
Zonotrichia atricapilla
Zonotrichia leucophrys

Item A: Per the Biological Survey Report (Moss, January 2022), the only protected status species
identified on site was the Cooper’s Hawk (Accipter cooperii). Cooper’s Hawk is protected under the
Migratory Birds Act, and ranked by the State of California as an S4 species. The S4 ranking denotes
an apparently secure species, which is at fairly low risk of extirpation. In order to prevent any
potential negative impacts, a mitigation measure (BIO-11) has been included, which requires the
Project Biologist to conduct a nesting survey prior to the start of demolition-related activities. If
active nests are found on site, appropriate buffer zones shall be established and all work is to be
conducted outside said zones until the nesting period is over.
The black legless lizard (Anniella pulchra nigra) is a potentially occurring species in the Asilomar
Dunes, however none were uncovered during a search by the project biologist. The report further
states that if present, they are likely few in number due to scarce amounts of suitable habitat. The
Black Legless Lizard is listed by the California Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW) as a
California Species of Special Concern due to declining population levels, limed ranges, and/or
continuing threats that have made them vulnerable to extinction. The goal of designating a species
as a Species of Special Concern is to halt or reverse their decline by calling attention to their plight
and address the issues of concern early enough to secure their long-term viability. To prevent or
minimize the loss of any Black Legless Lizards, or other sensitive species, a mitigation measure
(BIO-1) has been included that requires a Pre-Construction Meeting to go over potential species that
may be discovered onsite with construction and development personnel. An additional mitigation
measure (BIO-5) has been included which requires the project biologist to search the site for black
legless lizards and relocate them to the nearest suitable habitat.
In addition to the potential impact to the Black Legless Lizard, construction activities and activities
incidental to residential uses have the potential for significant negative impacts on native plant
habitats. While the biological report details special statues plant species which have the potential to
occur on site, no such species were observed by the biologist. The project will not have any impacts
on special status plant species. With implementation of these measures, impacts would be less than
significant with mitigation incorporated.
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Item B: The Asilomar Dunes planning area, in which the proposed project site is located, is
identified in the City of Pacific Grove’s General Plan and Local Coastal Program Land Use Plan as a
land habitat of great sensitivity. The entire Asilomar Dunes area provides existing and potential
habitat for several indigenous species and plants that have adapted specifically to local
environmental factors including salt-laden and desiccating winds, and shifting, nutrient-poor soils
that are endemic to the Asilomar Dunes area. Because of the rarity of many of the plant and animal
species and the fragile nature of the dunes habitat, the California Coastal Commission has
designated the Asilomar Dunes as an ESHA under which the California Coastal Act requires a
higher level of environmental protection and restriction on development.
The Biological Survey Report (Moss, January 2022) identified no riparian habitat on the site.
Although the property is in the ESHA, the site is predominantly filled with non-native plants. As a
result, the project would not result in a substantial adverse effect on any riparian habitat or other
sensitive natural community identified in local or regional plans, policies, regulations or by CDFW
or the US Fish and Wildlife Service.
A Habitat Restoration Plan (HRP) was prepared for the project site on January 11, 2021 (See
Appendix C). The HRP defines procedures and standards for restoration, maintenance and
monitoring of the undeveloped portion of the property. The goal of the HRP is to provide
procedures and standards for successfully reestablishing and maintaining the indigenous landscape
of the undeveloped portion of the property. The HRP provides six steps to accomplish restoration:
(1) Native Seed Collection, (2) Exotic Species Eradication, (3) Revegetation/Reforestation, (4)
Landscape Protection, (5) Maintenance, (6) Monitoring. Compliance with the HRP is a required
condition of approval on the permit and will result in a less than significant impact.
Item C: Per the National Wetlands Inventory, the subject site does not contain any wetlands. This
results in no impact.
Item D: The project would not interfere substantially with the movement of any native resident or
migratory fish or wildlife species or with established native resident or migratory wildlife corridors,
or impede the use of native wildlife nursery sites, because significant wildlife corridors were not
identified in the Botanical Survey Report (Moss, January 2022). This would result in a less than
significant impact.
Item E: The project does not propose the removal of any trees. This results in no impact.
Item F: The proposed project is in conformance with the existing Local Coastal Program’s Land
Use Plan (LUP) and Implementation Plan (IP), specifically the Biological Resources and ESHA
policies in Chapter 2.4 of the LUP and the development standards in Section 23.90.180 of the IP.
No other Habitat Conservation Plan, Natural Conservation Community Plan, other approved local,
regional, or state habitat conservation plans include the proposed project site. There would be no
impact.
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Mitigation Measures
MM BIO-1:

Prior to the start of demolition, the Project Biologist shall conduct an educational
meeting to explain the purpose of the monitoring, to show the construction
personnel what is being monitored and to explain what will happen in the incidence
of locating a species of special concern during construction activities. The Project
Biologist shall explain the life history of the species of special concern, why they may
be found on the property, and what construction staff must do if one is spotted on
the project site. The construction personnel shall be shown a photo of the species of
special concern and asked to be prepared to immediately stop demolition activity if a
species of special concern is discovered and wait until the species is safely removed
from the construction zone before restarting. The Project Biologist shall provide
written verification to the project Planner that the meeting has taken place.

MM BIO-2: All new utility and sewer lines shall be shown on the project plans and be reviewed
by the Project Biologist. Any new underground utilities shall be installed in a single
corridor that is located in the driveway, rather than traversing the undeveloped
portion of the property, if feasible. The Project Biologist shall provide written
verification to the Planning Department that they are satisfied with the proposed
location(s).
MM BIO-3: All drain lines from roof gutters, drain pits, or surface drains shall be shown on a
plan and reviewed by the Project Biologist. Prior to permit issuance, the project
biologist shall provide written or verbal confirmation to the Project Planner that they
have reviewed the proposed locations.
MM BIO-4: Prior to the start of demolition related activities, a temporary fence shall be installed
to delineate the construction zone and protect any trees within the construction
zone. The temporary fence delineating the construction zone shall be maintained by
the Project Biologist and kept in good condition. All activities associated with
construction, trenching, storage of materials, and disposal of construction wastes,
and excavated soil shall not impact areas outside of the temporary construction
fence. The areas protected by the fence shall remain in a trash free condition and not
used for material stockpiling, storage or disposal, or vehicle parking. It shall remain
in place until all construction on the site is completed. Removal or changing the
location of the fence shall require the concurrence of the Project Biologist prior to
any alteration in its alignment or its removal. The Project Biologist shall provide
written verification to the Planning Department that the temporary construction
fence has been erected and the City will conduct a site visit to ensure compliance. At
the conclusion of all construction and project-related work, and with the
concurrence of the Project Biologist, the temporary fence shall be removed. This
shall be verified at the final inspection.
MM BIO-5:

Immediately prior to the start of construction, the project area, as delineated by
temporary fencing, shall be thoroughly searched for black legless lizards. If any are
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found, they shall be relocated to nearby suitable habitat. The Project Biologist shall
provide written verification of the survey results to the Project Planner.

MM-BIO 6: No construction materials, including but not limited to wood, nails, glass, tile, rocks,
gravel, paint, cement, joint compound, cleaning solvents or residues from other
chemicals, etc., shall be disposed of on-site. Large tarps or other suitable methods
shall be used to capture all rock fragments generated from cutting of rocks for
building the siding on the house, so they are not allowed to mix into the ground.
Sifting of the native soil to remove any rock fragments or other building material
shall be required if the soil is not kept free of all foreign materials. The General
Contractor shall be responsible for complying with this requirement and will clean
up any spills or contaminated ground to the complete satisfaction of the Project
Biologist. The Project Biologist shall provide written verification to the Planning
Department that this mitigation measure was met prior to building final.
MM-BIO 7: The Project Biologist shall inspect the site daily during any excavation or other ground
disturbing activities and no less than one time each week for the duration of project
construction, to ensure compliance with all provisions for protecting the natural
environment. Any activity or condition not in accord with the mitigation measures
herein or the permits issued by the City of Pacific Grove shall be brought to the
attention of the owner or their representative, the General Contractor, and, if
necessary, the Pacific Grove Planning Department.
MM-BIO 8: A qualified biologist shall be retained by the property owner to implement the
project’s HRP, including overseeing and supervising each step of the restoration
process, as described in the plan.

MM BIO 9: A qualified biologist shall be retained by the property owner to monitor the HRP.
Project monitoring reports shall be submitted to the City of Pacific Grove
Community Development Department annually for the first five (5) years. The first
annual report will be submitted in July of the first year following submission of the
letter of completion to the City. Annual reports after the first five (5) years will be
required if the success criteria established in the HRP are not met in the first five (5)
year period.
The native landscape shall be maintained in perpetuity, as specified in the HRP,
including removing exotic plants and planting and caring for additional plants, if
needed.
When implementation of the HRP has been satisfactorily completed, the Project
Biologist shall submit a “letter of completion” to the Pacific Grove planning
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department, at which time a five-year monitoring and maintenance program shall
begin, as described in the HRP.
MM BIO-10: If the property should change ownership, future owners of the property will have the
same obligation for preserving, maintaining and perpetuating the native landscape on
the property and in the public right-of-way adjacent to Asilomar Avenue.
MM BIO-11: Surveys for nesting birds covered by the Migrating Birds Treaty Act (MBTA) shall be
conducted by the project biologist no more than 14 days prior to the start of
demolition-related activities. If active nests are located, the qualified biologist shall
establish avoidance buffers based on the species, nest location and observed
behavior. Buffer shall be a minimum of 25 feet for non-raptor bird species and a
minimum of 100 feet for raptor species. All construction work shall be conducted
outside any designated avoidance zones until the nesting period has ended.
Sources:
 Biological Survey Report for the Schembri Residence (APN 007-061-006). Prepared by
Thomas K. Moss, Coastal Biologist. January 8, 2021.
 Habitat Restoration Plan for the Schembri Residence (APN 007-061-006). Prepared by
Thomas K. Moss, Coastal Biologist. January 11, 2021.
 California Dept. of Fish and Game List of Special Status Plant Species
https://nrm.dfg.ca.gov/FileHandler.ashx?DocumentID=109390&inline
Accessed February 9, 2022.
 California Dept. of Fish and Game List of Special Status Animal Species
https://nrm.dfg.ca.gov/FileHandler.ashx?DocumentID=109406&inline
Accessed February 10, 2022
 National Wetlands Inventory
https://www.fws.gov/wetlands/data/Mapper.html
Accessed February 2, 2022.
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5. CULTURAL RESOURCES
Would the project:
A. Cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a historical resource as defined in
§ 15064.5?
Less Than
Potentially
Less than Significant
No
Significant
Significant
Impact
With
Mitigation
Incorporated
Impact
IMPACT
Impact

B. Cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of an archaeological resource
pursuant to § 15064.5?
Less Than
Potentially
Less than Significant
No
Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated
Impact
IMPACT Significant Impact
Impact

C. Disturb any human remains, including those interred outside of dedicated cemeteries?
Less Than
Potentially
Less than Significant
No
Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated
Impact
IMPACT Significant Impact
Impact

DISCUSSION
Item A: The site is currently developed with a single-family residence, which records indicate was
constructed in 1953. A Phase I Historic Resource Assessment (Historic Resource Associates,
November 2020) was prepared for the property which found that the existing residence is not
eligible as a historic resource at the national, state, or local level. Because the existing residence has
been determined to be ineligible, the proposed demolition of the residence will result in no impact
to a historic resource.
Item B, C: There are two (2) precontact archaeological sites within 0.25 -mile of the project site,
however there are no sites on the subject parcel. Given the site’s location within a known
archaeologically sensitive area and the requirements of the City’s LCP, a Phase I Archaeological
Survey Report was prepared by Historic Resource Associates, dated November 2020. The report
concludes that, while there are no significant archaeological sites or artifacts identified on site,
unanticipated discoveries during construction remain possible due to the sensitivity of the area and
the proximity of known archaeological resources. As such, mitigation is required to reduce potential
impacts to previously unidentified archaeological resources. Conditions of approval have been added
to the permit which explain the requirements and procedures for inadvertent discovery.
Both the Ohlone Costanoan Esselen Nation (OCEN) and the Esselen Tribe of Monterey County
(Esselen) have consulted with the City in accordance with AB 52. Both entities have contributed to
the review of this Section, as well as Section 18 – Tribal Cultural Resources. Through AB 52
consultation, while there are no archeological resources currently identified on-site, mitigation
measures have been included to reduce impacts to any potential resource found during the course of
construction. In addition, mitigation measures such as the requirement of a tribal cultural resources
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monitor and an archaeological monitor, during ground-disturbance construction activities, will
protect and mitigate for impacts to archaeological resources that may be discovered. This impact
would be less than significant with mitigation incorporated.
Mitigation Measures
MM CUL-1:

Archaeological monitoring shall be conducted by a qualified archaeologist, who meets
the Secretary of the Interior’s Qualification Standards for prehistoric archaeology for
all soil- disturbing construction- related activities, including but not limited to grading,
trenching, and area excavations, during construction of the proposed project. If
archaeological resources are exposed during soil -disturbing construction- related
activities, all construction operations shall stop within 50 feet of the find. A qualified
professional archaeologist shall further review the materials then make
recommendations for treatment. If a find is determined to be potentially significant,
the archaeologist shall recommend appropriate treatment measures such as
preservation in place, if feasible, data recovery, or heritage recovery. Appropriate
treatment shall be formulated and implemented based on an agreement between the
Property Owner or their Agent, the Tribal monitor, and the Consulting Archaeologist.
If sufficient quantities of cultural material are recovered during monitoring/data
recovery, appropriate mitigation measures shall be determined by the Tribal entity
tasked with project monitoring. This might include re-burying the cultural material,
radiocarbon dating, faunal analysis, lithic analysis, etc.
Furthermore, full time monitoring is required for any ground disturbing activities
during this Project, occurring between 0 to 4-feet below the ground surface.

MM CUL-2: Management and construction personnel shall be made aware of the possibility of the

discovery of archaeological materials, and procedures to follow through a brief
Cultural Resources Sensitivity Training that shall take place at the commencement of
each phase of earth disturbing construction related activities. This training shall be
conducted by the archeological monitor in conjunction with the Tribe monitoring
responsibilities.
MM CUL-3: A report suitable for compliance documentation shall be prepared and provided to the

Community Development Department. This report will document the field
methodology and findings and make management recommendations, as necessary.
This report shall be completed within six (6) months of completion of monitoring.
Sources:
 Phase I Historical Resource Assessment of 342 Asilomar Blvd. Historic Resource
Associates, November 2020.
 Archaeological Survey Report of Assessors Parcel Number 007-061-006, 342 Asilomar Ave.
Historic Resource Associates, November 2020.
 Consultation with Ohlone Costanoan Esselen Nation (OCEN) Tribal Chairperson and
Esselen Nation Tribal Chairperson. Consulted on February 23, 2021 and March 18, 2021,
respectively, by Alex Othon, City of Pacific Grove, Associate Planner.
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6. ENERGY
Would the project:
A. Result in potentially significant environmental impact due to wasteful, inefficient, or
unnecessary consumption of energy resources, during project construction or operation?
Less Than
Potentially
Less than Significant
No
Significant
Significant
Impact
With
Mitigation
Incorporated
Impact
IMPACT
Impact

B. Conflict with or obstruct a state or local plan for renewable energy or energy efficiency?
Less Than
Potentially
Less than Significant
No
Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated
Impact
IMPACT Significant Impact
Impact

Discussion
Item A, B: The project would require energy during construction to operate construction
equipment and for construction worker vehicle trips to and from the site. The project entails the
demolition of an existing one-story, single-family residence and the construction of a new two-story,
single-family residence. Given the scale of the project, construction energy use would be nominal
and short-term. As such, it would not be considered wasteful, inefficient, or unnecessary.
Operational energy demand would include electricity and natural gas, as well as gasoline
consumption associated with operational vehicle trips. Monterey Bay Community Power would
provide electricity to the site and Pacific Gas & Electric would provide natural gas. The project
would be required to comply with all standards set in California Building Code (CBC) Title 24,
which would minimize wasteful, inefficient, or unnecessary consumption of energy resources during
operation. Because the project consists of the replacement of one single-family dwelling with a
slightly larger single-family dwelling, any increase in energy consumption would be minor, as newer
construction is more efficient than 1950’s construction. Therefore, compliance with existing
regulations would ensure the proposed project would not conflict with state or local plans for
renewable energy or energy efficiency. Therefore, the project would not conflict with a plan for
renewable energy or result in wasteful of inefficient energy use. There would be no impact.
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7. GEOLOGY AND SOILS
Would the project:
A) Expose people or structures to potential substantial adverse effects, including the risk of
loss, injury, or death involving:
(i) Rupture of a known earthquake fault, as delineated on the most recent Alquist-Priolo
Earthquake Fault Zoning Map issued by the State Geologist for the area or based on
other substantial evidence of a known fault? Refer to Division of Mines and Geology
Special Publication 42.
IMPACT

Potentially
Significant Impact

Less than Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact


No
Impact

(ii) Strong seismic ground shaking?
IMPACT

Potentially
Significant Impact

Less than Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact


No
Impact

(iii) Seismic-related ground failure, including liquefaction?
IMPACT

Potentially
Significant Impact

Less than Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact


No
Impact

(iv) Landslides?
IMPACT

Potentially
Significant Impact

Less than Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact


B) Result in substantial soil erosion or the loss of topsoil?
IMPACT

Potentially
Significant Impact

Less than Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact


No
Impact

C) Be located on a geologic unit or soil that is unstable, or that would become unstable as a
result of the project, and potentially result in on- or off-site landslide, lateral spreading,
subsidence, liquefaction or collapse?
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IMPACT

Potentially
Significant Impact

Less than Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact


No
Impact

D) Be located on expansive soil, as defined in Table 18-1-B of the Uniform Building Code
(1994), creating substantial risks to life or property?
IMPACT

Potentially
Significant Impact

Less than Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact


No
Impact

E) Have soils incapable of adequately supporting the use of septic tanks or alternative waste
water disposal systems where sewers are not available for the disposal of waste water?
IMPACT

Potentially
Significant Impact

Less than Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact


F) Directly or indirectly destroy a unique paleontological resource or site or unique geologic
feature?
IMPACT

Potentially
Significant Impact

Less than Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact


DISCUSSION
Item A(i): Monterey County is a seismically active area and the city is exposed to seismic hazards as
are other communities in this portion of California. According to the State of California Department
of Conservation Division of Mines and Geology Special Publication 42, Pacific Grove is not within
an earthquake fault zone. Pacific Grove is situated on relatively stable granite bedrock which reduces
the likelihood of damage resulting from seismic event. The project would be consistent with the
City’s building, zoning, and safety code and with the 2019 CBC seismic design force standards. This
results in a less than significant impact.
Item A(ii), A(iii): Pacific Grove is situated on relatively stable granite bedrock which reduces the
likelihood of damage resulting from ground shaking. The project is located in a seismically active
zone. The project would be subject to the CBC seismic design force standards for the Monterey
County area, per Chapter 18.04 of the Pacific Grove Municipal Code. Compliance with these
standards would ensure that the structures and associated activities are designed and constructed to
withstand expected seismic activity and associated potential hazards, including strong seismic ground
shaking and seismic-induced ground failure (i.e., liquefaction, lateral spreading, landslide, subsidence,
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and collapse), thereby minimizing risk to the public and property. This results in a less than
significant impact.
Item A(iv): The potential for landslides exists primarily in hillside areas. Due to the shallow granite
bedrock and the relatively level topography of the project site, landslides have not been identified as
a concern for the proposed project. This results in no impact.
Item B: Given the permeability of the sandy soil on the site, erosion is not a significant
consideration. All construction activities would be subject to the standards of CBC Chapter 70,
which include implementation of appropriate measures during any grading activities to reduce soil
erosion. The project would comply with all conditions outlined in the City of Pacific Grove’s
General Plan regarding grading and any City permits required, which would minimize soil loss. The
project area would be revegetated and developed to prevent future soil loss. This results in a less
than significant impact.
Item C: The project site has not been identified as an area that is subject to soil instability.
Foundation systems for the dwelling require compliance with uniform building code requirements.
Refer to Item A and B above. This results in a less than significant impact.
Item D: The proposed project site is not located on expansive soil as defined in Table 18-1-B of the
Uniform Building Code. This results in a less than significant impact.
Item E: Not applicable to this project. The project site is located in an urban area that is served by a
sewer system. This results in no impact.
Item F: There is no record of the property containing a unique paleontological resource or site, or
unique geologic feature that may be directly or indirectly destroyed as a result of the project. This
results in no impact.
Sources:
 2019 California Building Code - California Code of Regulations. Prepared by California
Building Standards Commission.
 California Department of Conservation. Fault-Rupture Hazard Zones in California, Special
Publication 42:
https://www.conservation.ca.gov/cgs/Documents/Publications/SpecialPublications/SP_04
2.pdf
Accessed October 20, 2021
 County of Monterey GIS Hazards Mapping:
https://maps.co.monterey.ca.us/wab/parcelreportwebapp/
Accessed October 18, 2021
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8. GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS
Would the project:
A) Generate greenhouse gas emissions, either directly or indirectly, that may have a
significant impact on the environment?
IMPACT

Potentially
Significant Impact

Less than Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact


B) Conflict with an applicable plan, policy or regulation adopted for the purpose of reducing
the emissions of greenhouse gases?
IMPACT

Potentially
Significant Impact

Less than Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact


DISCUSSION
Items A and B: The California Governor’s Office of Planning & Research (OPR)
recommendations are broad in their scope and address a wide range of industries and greenhouse
gas (GHG) emission sources. California is a substantial contributor of global greenhouse gases,
emitting over 400 million tons of carbon dioxide (CO2) a year. Climate studies indicate that
California is likely to see an increase of 5–8 degrees Fahrenheit over the next century. Due to the
nature of global climate change, it is not anticipated that any single development project for a singlefamily home would have a substantial effect on global climate change.
Project-related GHG emissions include emissions from construction and mobile sources.
Temporary construction-related GHG emissions would result from usage of equipment and
machinery. Operationally, the project would incrementally increase energy consumption at the
project site, thus incrementally increasing GHG emissions. However, the increase would not be
substantial given that the project involves demolition of one single-family residence and
construction of a new single-family residence, it would not increase average daily vehicle trips.
Additionally, the project would not conflict with any applicable plans, policies, or regulations
adopted for the purpose of reducing GHG emissions. Monterey County does not have a GHG
reduction plan with numeric reduction targets applicable to the proposed project by which
consistency or conflicts can be measured. However, the 2010 General Plan policies contain direction
for the preparation of such a plan with guidance on what the goals or measures should be
accomplished in development of a plan. The proposed project does not conflict with the policy
direction contained in the 2010 General Plan nor the Monterey County Municipal Climate Action
Plan or the Associate of Monterey Bay Area Government’s 2040 Metropolitan Transportation
Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy because it would involve demolition and re-construction of
a single-family residence on a site zoned for residential use. Therefore, the proposed project would
not result in significant increases in GHG emissions or conflict with an applicable plan, policy, or
regulation.
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For these reasons, the replacement of one single-family residence with another on legally created lots
will result in a less than significant impact on the environment.
Sources:
 2019 California Building Code - California Code of Regulations. Prepared by California
Building Standards Commission.
 California’s Fourth Climate Change Assessment:
https://www.climateassessment.ca.gov/state/overview/
Accessed January 25, 2022.
 Section 15064.4 of the 2020 CEQA Guidelines:
https://govt.westlaw.com/calregs/Document/ICB8C7733E574486087D77AEE0EB5836F
?viewType=FullText&originationContext=documenttoc&transitionType=CategoryPageIte
m&contextData=(sc.Default)
Accessed July 19, 2021.
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9. HAZARDS AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
Would the project:
A) Create a significant hazard to the public or the environment through the routine
transport, use, or disposal of hazardous materials?
IMPACT

Potentially
Significant Impact

Less than Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact


No
Impact

B) Create a significant hazard to the public or the environment through reasonably
foreseeable upset and accident conditions involving the release of hazardous materials into
the environment?
IMPACT

Potentially
Significant Impact

Less than Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact


No
Impact

C) Emit hazardous emissions or handle hazardous or acutely hazardous materials,
substances, or waste within one-quarter mile of an existing or proposed school?
IMPACT

Potentially
Significant Impact

Less than Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact


No
Impact

D) Be located on a site which is included on a list of hazardous materials sites compiled
pursuant to Government Code Section 65962.5 and, as a result, would it create a significant
hazard to the public or the environment?
IMPACT

Potentially
Significant Impact

Less than Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact


No
Impact

E) For a project located within an airport land use plan, or where such a plan has not been
adopted, within two miles of a public airport or public use airport, would the project result
in a safety hazard for people residing or working in the project area?
IMPACT

Potentially
Significant Impact

Less than Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated
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Less Than
Significant
Impact


No
Impact

F) For a project within the vicinity of a private airstrip, would the project result in a safety
hazard for people residing or working in the project area?
IMPACT

Potentially
Significant Impact

Less than Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact


G) Impair implementation of or physically interfere with an adopted emergency response
plan or emergency evacuation plan?
IMPACT

Potentially
Significant Impact

Less than Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact


H) Expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss, injury or death involving
wildland fires, including where wildlands are adjacent to urbanized areas or where
residences are intermixed with wildlands?
IMPACT

Potentially
Significant Impact

Less than Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact


DISCUSSION
Items A-E: Project construction would require the use of heavy equipment typical of construction
projects, the operation of which could result in a spill or accidental release of hazardous materials,
including fuel, engine oil, and lubricant. However, the use and transport of any hazardous materials
would be subject to existing federal, state, and local regulations, which would minimize the risk
associated with the transport of hazardous materials. Operationally, the project would not involve
the use or storage of hazardous materials, other than small quantities of those typically associated
with residential uses, such as fuels used for the operation of motor vehicles, landscaping supplies
and cleaning products. The project would not create stationary operations and therefore would not
emit hazardous emissions within 0.25 mile of an existing or proposed school.
The site is located within the existing service area of the City of Pacific Grove. According to the
2019 Monterey County Airport Land Use Compatibility Plan (MCALUCP) mapping, the property is
within the Airport Influence Area (AIA), as is all of the City of Pacific Grove, but not in an area or a
use type that requires special study. There are no schools within 0.25 mile of the project site. The
project would have a less than significant impact on the environment regarding hazards and
hazardous materials.
Items F-H: The proposed project can be accommodated by existing levels of service with respect
to City-wide emergency response and evacuation plans. There are no private airstrips nearby.
Additionally, the proposed project is not located within or adjacent to a wild land fire hazard area
per the latest adopted Fire Hazard severity Zone mapping. The project would have no impact on
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the environment regarding private airstrip hazards, interfering with an emergency response plan or
emergency evacuation plan, or exposing people or structures to wildland fire hazards.
Sources:
 California Legislative Information. Government Code Section 65962.5.
http://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/codes_displaySection.xhtml?lawCode=GOV&section
Num=65962.5
Accessed August 3, 2021
 Monterey County Airport Land Use Compatibility Plan (MCALUCP)
https://www.co.monterey.ca.us/home/showpublisheddocument?id=75251
Accessed August 3, 2021
 Cal Fire – Fire Hazard Severity Zone maps.
https://osfm.fire.ca.gov/media/5871/pacific_grove.pdf
Accessed August 3, 2021
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10. HYDROLOGY AND WATER QUALITY
Would the project:
A) Violate any water quality standards or waste discharge requirements or otherwise
substantially degrade surface or groundwater quality?
IMPACT

Potentially
Significant Impact

Less than Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact


No
Impact

B) Substantially deplete groundwater supplies or interfere substantially with groundwater
recharge such that the project may impede sustainable groundwater management of the
basin?
IMPACT

Potentially
Significant Impact

Less than Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact


No
Impact

C) Substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of the site or area, including through the
alteration of the course of a stream or river, in a manner which would:
i) result in substantial erosion or siltation on- or off-site?
IMPACT

Potentially
Significant Impact

Less than Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact


ii) substantially increase the rate or amount of surface runoff in a manner which
would result in flooding on- or off-site?
IMPACT

Potentially
Significant Impact

Less than Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact


iii) create or contribute runoff water which would exceed the capacity of existing or
planned stormwater drainage systems or provide substantial additional sources of
polluted runoff; or
IMPACT

Potentially
Significant Impact

Less than Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact
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iv) impede or redirect flows?
IMPACT

Potentially
Significant Impact

Less than Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact


D) In flood hazard, tsunami, or seiche zones, risk release of pollutants due to project
inundation?
IMPACT

Potentially
Significant Impact

Less than Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact


E) Conflict with or obstruct implementation of a water quality control plan or sustainable
groundwater management plan?
IMPACT

Potentially
Significant Impact

Less than Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact


No
Impact

DISCUSSION
Item A: The proposed single-family residence will use an existing sanitary sewer system, owned and
operated by Monterey One Water (M1W), which treats and disposes municipal sewage in
compliance with relevant water quality standards. There are existing water quality regulations during
grading and construction. The project would be required to comply with the 2019 CBC and the
City’s Municipal Code Chapter 18.04, which requires implementation of Best Management Practices
(BMPs) to minimize polluted runoff and water quality impacts. This results in a less than
significant impact related to water quality standards or waste discharge requirements.
Item B: The site is 21,780 sq. ft., of which 2,090 sq. ft. would be covered by the footprint of the
main residence and 387 sq. ft. for the walkways and patios would have impervious surface, which
impacts the potential for groundwater recharge. The proposed 790 sq. ft. driveway would be
constructed out of permeable pavers, which would allow for groundwater recharge. The remaining
18,513 sq. ft. (85%) of the site would be natural landscape, which is permeable and allows for
groundwater recharge. No potable drinking water or landscape irrigation wells are proposed as part
of this project, and no direct additions or withdrawals of water in the underlying aquifer are
proposed. The proposed project would not substantially deplete groundwater supplies or interfere
substantially with groundwater recharge such that there would be a net deficit in aquifer volume or
lowering of the groundwater table level. This results in a less than significant impact.
Items C(i) – C(iv): The proposed design increases the amount of impervious surface by 1,095 sq.
ft. when compared to the existing condition. Given the size of the lot (21,780sq. ft.), and flat nature
of the portion of the lot proposed for development, there will be no substantial increase to on- or
off-site erosion and siltation. There are no streams or rivers located near the project site. Although
the dwelling increases the amount of impermeable surface on the site, it is not expected to
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substantially alter the drainage patterns or result in substantial erosion or siltation. The scale of
project would not substantially increase the rate of surface runoff that would result in on- or off-site
flooding. The project would be required to comply with the latest CBC and the National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES). Project design features such as permeable paving and
habitat restoration efforts which would return approximately 85% of the proposed building site to
its natural landscape, and conformance to the latest CBC, as well as compliance with existing
stormwater regulations, result in no impact.
Item D: According to FIRM Map Panel 06053C0168H, the project site is not located within a flood
plain nor is it within a 100-year flood hazard area. There are no levees or dams within two miles of
the site. The project site is not located in an area that is prone to flooding.
Offshore faults along the Monterey Coast are probably strike-slip faults that are not likely to
produce a large-scale tsunami; therefore, potential tidal wave hazard is low, per the County’s
Tsunami Hazard Area map, the subject property is not in a tsunami hazard area. Because of the
topography and soil type in the project area, mudflow has not been identified as a potential projectrelated hazard. The project site is a minimum of 62 ft. elevation above sea level. Because such
flooding hazards are limited, the project would not risk the release of pollutants due to project
inundation. This results in no impact.
Item E: The project would not conflict with or obstruct implementation of a water quality control
plan or sustainable groundwater management plan. As a Tier 1 project under Monterey Stormwater
Management Program, it includes appropriate stormwater control plans and would result in a less
than significant impact.
Sources:
 2019 California Building Code - California Code of Regulations. Prepared by California
Building Standards Commission.
 Monterey County Tsunami Hazard Area Maps,
https://www.conservation.ca.gov/cgs/tsunami/maps/monterey
Accessed July 21, 2021
 FEMA Flood Management Map Service Center:
https://msc.fema.gov/portal/search?AddressQuery=342%20asilomar%20ave%2C%20pacif
ic%20grove%2C%20CA%2093950#searchresultsanchor
Accessed July 21, 2021
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11. LAND USE AND PLANNING
Would the project:
A. Physically divide an established community?
IMPACT

Potentially
Significant Impact

Less than Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact


B. Cause a significant environmental impact due to a conflict with any land use plan, policy,
or regulation adopted for the purpose of avoiding or mitigating an environmental effect?
Less Than
Potentially
Less than Significant
No
Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated
Impact
IMPACT Significant Impact
Impact


DISCUSSION
Item A: The proposed project is within an area zoned for the residential use and is surrounded by
similar large lot residential development. The project would not divide an established community.
This results in no impact.
Item B: The project site is located in the Residential Single-Family – 20,000 sq. ft. minimum parcel
size (R-1-B-4) zone and is in compliance with applicable zoning restrictions. Where standards set
forth in the LCP’s IP and standards in the R-1-B-4 zoning district conflict with one another, the
standards in the LCP shall prevail. Environmental impacts relating to Aesthetics, Biological,
Cultural, and Tribal Resources have been mitigated to less than significant (see Sections 1, 4, 5, and
17, respectively for additional information). As mitigated, the project would not result in a significant
environmental impact due to a conflict with any land use plan, policy, or regulation adopted for the
purposes of avoiding or mitigating an environmental impact. This impact would be less than
significant impact.
Sources:


City of Pacific Grove 2020 Local Coastal Program.
https://www.cityofpacificgrove.org/our_city/departments/community_development/progr
ams___projects/local_coastal_program.php#outer-270
Accessed July 13, 2021
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12. MINERAL RESOURCES
Would the project:
A. Result in the loss of availability of a known mineral resource that would be of value to the
region and the residents of the state?
IMPACT

Potentially
Significant Impact

Less than Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact


B. Result in the loss of availability of a locally important mineral resource recovery site
delineated on a local general plan, specific plan, or other land use plan?
IMPACT

Potentially
Significant Impact

Less than Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact


DISCUSSION
Items A, B: According to the City’s General Plan, there are no known mineral resources located in
Pacific Grove. Therefore, the project would have no impact on mineral resources.
Sources:


City of Pacific Grove General Plan. 1994.
https://www.cityofpacificgrove.org/living/community-economicdevelopment/planning/general-plan
Accessed July 2, 2021
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13. NOISE
Would the project result in:
A) Generation of a substantial temporary or permanent increase in ambient noise levels in
the vicinity of the project in excess of standards established in the local general plan or
noise ordinance, or applicable standards of other agencies?
IMPACT

Potentially
Significant Impact

Less than Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact


No
Impact

B) Generation of excessive groundborne vibration or groundborne noise levels?
IMPACT

Potentially
Significant Impact

Less than Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact


No
Impact

C) For a project located within the vicinity of a private airstrip or an airport land use plan or,
where such a plan has not been adopted, within two miles of a public airport or public use
airport, would the project expose people residing or working in a project area to excessive
noise levels?
IMPACT

Potentially
Significant Impact

Less than Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact


DISCUSSION
Items A, B: Construction of the proposed project would generate temporary noise in the vicinity of
the site due to the use of equipment required for construction activities such as excavators, graders,
large trucks, and machinery. The neatest noise-sensitive receptors to the project site are the existing
single-family residences which are adjacent to the subject property. Construction activities would be
required to comply with the Pacific Grove Unlawful Noises Ordinance as described in PGMC
Section 11.96. The ordinance applies to “any loud, unnecessary or unusual noise which disturbs the
peace or quiet of any neighborhood or which causes discomfort or annoyance to any reasonable
person of normal sensitiveness residing in the area” as determined therein. All noise-generating
construction activities, as well as delivery and removal of material and equipment associated with
those construction activities, are limited to the hours of 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m., Monday through
Saturday, and 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. on Sunday. Project construction would also generate a
temporary increase in groundborne vibration levels during the demolition and grading phases of
project construction. Pile-driving would not be required, and construction activities would not
generate excessive vibration levels. Operationally, the project would not result in a substantial
permanent increase in ambient noise given that the site is already developed with a single-family
home on a property zoned for residential use.
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For these reasons, any impacts associated with noise would be less than significant.
Item C: The project site is not located within the vicinity of a private airstrip. The project site is
within Airport Influence Area (AIA) of the Monterey Regional Airport, as is all of the City of Pacific
Grove, but not in an area or a use type which would require a special study. The project would not
expose people residing at the project site to excessive noise levels related to air traffic. This results in
no impact.
Sources:




City of Pacific Grove, Chapter 11.96, Unlawful Noises.
http://www.codepublishing.com/CA/PacificGrove/#!/PacificGrove11/PacificGrove1196.
html#11.96
Accessed July 19, 2021
Monterey County Airport Land Use Compatibility Plan (MCALUCP)
https://www.co.monterey.ca.us/home/showpublisheddocument?id=75251
Accessed July 19, 2021
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14. POPULATION AND HOUSING
Would the project:
A) Induce substantial population growth in an area, either directly (for example, by
proposing new homes and businesses) or indirectly (for example, through extension of
roads or other infrastructure)?
IMPACT

Potentially
Significant Impact

Less than Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact


B) Displace substantial numbers of existing housing, necessitating the construction of
replacement housing elsewhere?
IMPACT

Potentially
Significant Impact

Less than Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact


DISCUSSION
Items A & B: The project entails the replacement of one single-family dwelling with another, which
would not generate net population growth in the area. In addition, the project does not displace
existing housing stock as the unit would be replaced, nor would it displace people necessitating the
construction of replacement housing elsewhere. For these reasons, the project results in no impact
on the environment in terms of housing and population.
Source:


Project file.
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15. PUBLIC SERVICES
Would the project result in substantial adverse physical impacts associated with the
provision of new or physically altered governmental facilities, need for new or physically
altered governmental facilities, the construction of which could cause significant
environmental impacts, in order to maintain acceptable service ratios, response times or
other performance objectives for any of the public services:
A) Fire protection?
IMPACT

Potentially
Significant Impact

Less than Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact


B) Police protection?
IMPACT

Potentially
Significant Impact

Less than Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact


C) Schools?
IMPACT

Potentially
Significant Impact

Less than Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact


D) Parks?
IMPACT

Potentially
Significant Impact

Less than Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact


E) Other public facilities?
IMPACT

Potentially
Significant Impact

Less than Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact


DISCUSSION
Items A-E: The proposed project is the replacement of one single-family residence with another.
As such, it would not result in a net increase in population or a commensurate increase in demand
for public services. The project can be accommodated within the existing levels of service as the
neighborhood is already developed. The City’s Fire Chief did not indicate any concerns with fire
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safety at the February 2, 2021, Site Plan Review Committee (SPRC) meting. This results in no
impact on the environment.
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16. RECREATION
A) Would the project increase the use of existing neighborhood and regional parks or other
recreational facilities such that substantial physical deterioration of the facility would occur
or be accelerated?
IMPACT

Potentially
Significant Impact

Less than Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact


B) Does the project include recreational facilities or require the construction or expansion of
recreational facilities which might have an adverse physical effect on the environment?
IMPACT

Potentially
Significant Impact

Less than Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact


DISCUSSION
Item A, B: The project consists of the replacement of one single-family residence with another. As
such, it would not result in a net increase in population or a commensurate increase in the use of
existing parks. The scale of the proposed project is not expected to substantially increase the use of
any existing parks or open space/recreational areas. This results in no impact.
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17. TRANSPORTATION
Would the project:
A) Conflict with an applicable plan, ordinance or policy addressing the circulation system,
including transit, roadway, bicycle and pedestrian facilities?
IMPACT

Potentially
Significant Impact

Less than Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact


B) Conflict or be inconsistent with CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.3, subsection (b)?
IMPACT

Potentially
Significant Impact

Less than Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact


C) Substantially increase hazards due to a design feature (e.g., sharp curves or dangerous
intersections) or incompatible uses (e.g., farm equipment)?
IMPACT

Potentially
Significant Impact

Less than Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact


D) Result in inadequate emergency access?
IMPACT

Potentially
Significant Impact

Less than Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact


DISCUSSION
Items A-D: The proposed project consists of the demolition of an existing single-family residence
to be replaced by another. Asilomar Drive is a local roadway that does not experience heavy
seasonal tourist traffic like nearby Sunset Drive. The replacement of one single-family residence with
another would not result in additional traffic in the neighborhood. As a result, the project would not
conflict with a program, plan, ordinance or policy addressing the circulation system, including
transit, roadway, bicycle and pedestrian facilities. In addition, because the project site driveway
would not be relocated or substantially altered, and because the project entails construction of a
single-family residence in an existing residential neighborhood, the project would not substantially
increase hazards due to a design feature (e.g., sharp curves or dangerous intersections) or
incompatible uses (e.g., fam equipment), or result in inadequate emergency access.
CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.3(b)(1) applies to land use projects and describes criteria for
analyzing transportation impacts, stating, “Vehicle miles traveled (VMT) exceeding an applicable
threshold of significance may indicate a significant impact.” The Governor’s Office of Planning and
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Research (OPR) Technical Advisory on Evaluating Transportation Impacts in CEQA (2018) has set
a screening threshold of 110 trips per day to quickly identify when a project would have a less than
significant impact due to VMT. The proposed project would not result in an increase in population
and therefore would not result in an increase in VMT associated with the project site. Therefore, the
project is below the OPR screening threshold. As a result, the proposed project can be screened out
and would not have an impact due to VMT.
Given that none of the potential environmental impacts above apply to the proposed project, it
would have no impact on transportation.
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18. TRIBAL CULTURAL RESOURCES
A. Would the project cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a tribal
cultural resource, defined in Public Resources Code section 21074 as either a site, feature,
place, cultural landscape that is geographically defined in terms of the size and scope of the
landscape, sacred place, or object with cultural value to a California Native American tribe,
and that is:
1. Listed or eligible for listing in the California Register of Historical Resources, or in a local
register of historical resources as defined in Public Resources Code section 5020.1(k), or
Less Than
Potentially
Less than Significant
No
Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated
Impact
IMPACT Significant Impact
Impact

2. A resource determined by the lead agency, in its discretion and supported by substantial
evidence, to be significant pursuant to criteria set forth in subdivision (c) of Public
Resources Code Section 5024.1. In applying the criteria set forth in subdivision (c) of Public
Resource Code Section 5024.1, the lead agency shall consider the significance of the
resource to a California Native American tribe.
Less Than
Potentially
Less than Significant
No
Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated
Impact
IMPACT Significant Impact
Impact

DISCUSSION
Items A(1) – A(2): According to the Phase I Historical Resource Assessment (Historic Resource
Associates, November 2020), the site is not eligible for the California Register of Historic Resources
(CRHR). In addition, no known tribal cultural resources were identified on the project site as a result
of AB 52 consultation with OCEN and the Esselen Tribe. However, both Tribes indicated that the
project has the potential to lead to discovery of important cultural resources. Therefore, Tribal and
archaeological monitoring are required for ground disturbing activities between 0 and 4 feet. With
adherence to this mitigation, impacts to Tribal Cultural Resources potentially eligible for the CRHR
or as identified in PRC 5020.1(k) would be reduced to a less than significant level. This impact
would be less than significant with mitigation incorporated.
Mitigation Measures
MM TCR-1: The owners shall contract with the either the Ohlone Costanoan Esselen Nation or the
Esselen Tribe of Monterey County for Tribal monitoring services during all grounddisturbing activities. If cultural material are recovered during monitoring/data
recovery, appropriate mitigation measures shall be determined by the Tribal entity
tasked with project monitoring. This might include re-burying the cultural material,
radiocarbon dating, faunal analysis, lithic analysis, etc.
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MM TCR-2: Construction personnel shall be made aware of the possibility of discovering these

materials, and procedures to follow through a brief Cultural Tribal Resources
Sensitivity Training that shall take place prior to the commencement of ground
disturbing activities. The Tribal Monitor shall provide written or verbal verification to
the project planner that the training was completed.

Sources:
 Consultation with Ohlone Costanoan Esselen Nation (OCEN) Tribal Chairperson and
Esselen Nation Tribal Chairperson. Consulted on February 23, 2021 and March 18, 2021,
respectively, by Alex Othon, Associate Planner, City of Pacific Grove.
 Archaeological Survey Report of Assessors Parcel Number 007-061-006, 342 Asilomar Ave.
Historic Resource Associates, November 2020.
 Phase I Historical Resource Assessment of 342 Asilomar Blvd. Historic Resource
Associates, November 2020.
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19. UTILITIES AND SERVICE SYSTEMS
Would the project:
A. Require or result in the relocation or construction of new or expanded water, wastewater
treatment or storm water drainage, electric power, natural gas, or telecommunications
facilities, the construct or relocation of which could cause significant environmental effects?
Less Than
Potentially
Less than Significant
No
Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated
Impact
IMPACT Significant Impact
Impact

B. Have sufficient water supplies available to serve the project and reasonably foreseeable
future development during normal, dry, and multiple dry years?
Less Than
Potentially
Less than Significant
No
Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated
Impact
IMPACT Significant Impact
Impact

C. Result in a determination by the wastewater treatment provider which serves or may
serve the project that it has adequate capacity to serve the project’s projected demand in
addition to the provider’s existing commitments?
Less Than
Potentially
Less than Significant
No
Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated
Impact
IMPACT Significant Impact
Impact

D. Generate solid waste in excess of State or local standards, or in excess of the capacity of
local infrastructure, or otherwise impair the attainment of solid waste reduction goals?
Less Than
Potentially
Less than Significant
No
Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated
Impact
IMPACT Significant Impact
Impact

E. Comply with federal, state, and local statutes and regulations related to solid waste?
Less Than
Potentially
Less than Significant
No
Significant
Significant
Impact
With
Mitigation
Incorporated
Impact
IMPACT
Impact

DISCUSSION
Items A, C-E: The project site will be connected to the existing sewer system and the proposed
project would not generate a substantial increase in wastewater that would require additional
treatment. The scale of the project does not result in the need to construct new water or wastewater
treatment facilities or a need to expand those facilities. The proposed project would not necessitate
construction of a new storm drain system. The proposed project would connect to the existing
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storm drain system. The scale of the project is not expected to result in wastewater service provider
exceeding capacity for existing or committed demand. The limited scope of the proposed project is
not expected to result in a substantial increase in solid waste, and would comply with all statues and
regulations related to solid waste. The project would result in no impact to the water and
wastewater utilities and service systems mentioned.
Item B: The City of Pacific Grove receives water services from the California America Water (CalAm) Company. Although the Monterey Peninsula area, including the City, is currently experiencing a
water shortage, the City has potable water for sale. Given that the project is a replacement of one
single-family residence with another, the minor amount of water needed for the replacement home
is within the City’s entitlement. Potable water is available in the City of Pacific Grove and can be
obtained through a purchase agreement with the City. For these reasons, the project’s potential
impact on the environment in terms of water supplies would be less than significant.
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20. WILDFIRE
If located in or near state responsibility areas or lands classified as very high fire hazard
severity zones, would the project:
A. Substantially impair an adopted emergency response plan or emergency evacuation
plan?

IMPACT

Potentially
Significant Impact

Less than Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact


B. Due to slope, prevailing winds, and other factors, exacerbate wildfire risks, and
thereby expose project occupants to, pollutant concentrations from a wildfire or the
uncontrolled spread of wildfire?

IMPACT

Potentially
Significant Impact

Less than Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact


C. Require the installation or maintenance of associated infrastructure (such as roads,
fuel breaks, emergency water sources, power lines or other utilities) that may
exacerbate fire risk or that may result in temporary or ongoing impacts to the
environment?

IMPACT

Potentially
Significant Impact

Less than Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact


D. Expose people or structures to significant risks, including downslope or downstream
flooding or landslides, as a result of runoff, post-fire slope instability, or drainage
changes?

IMPACT

Potentially
Significant Impact

Less than Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact


DISCUSSION
Item(s) A-D: The project site is not located in a State Responsibility Area and is not classified as a
Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zone. The nearest Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zone is a
portion of the Rip Van Winkle Open Space along Congress Avenue, approximately 0.8 mile
southeast of the site. Therefore, there would be no impact related to wildfire.
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Source:



CAL FIRE Fire Hazard Severity Zones in Local Responsibility Areas – Pacific Grove.
https://osfm.fire.ca.gov/media/5871/pacific_grove.pdf
Accessed July 26, 2021
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21. MANDATORY FINDINGS OF SIGNIFICANCE
A. Does the project have the potential to degrade the quality of the environment,
substantially reduce the habitat of a fish or wildlife species, cause a fish or wildlife
population to drop below self-sustaining levels, threaten to eliminate a plant or animal
community, reduce the number or restrict the range of a rare or endangered plant or animal
or eliminate important examples of the major periods of California history or prehistory?
Less Than
Potentially
Less than Significant
No
Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated
Impact
IMPACT Significant Impact
Impact

B. Does the project have impacts that are individually limited, but cumulatively
considerable? ("Cumulatively considerable" means that the incremental effects of a project
are considerable when viewed in connection with the effects of past projects, the effects of
other current projects, and the effects of probable future projects)?
Less Than
Potentially
Less than Significant
No
Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated
Impact
IMPACT Significant Impact
Impact

C. Does the project have environmental effects which will cause substantial adverse effects
on human beings, either directly or indirectly?
Less Than
Potentially
Less than Significant
No
Significant
With Mitigation Incorporated
Impact
IMPACT Significant Impact
Impact


DISCUSSION
Item A: As discussed in this Initial Study and as mitigated, the project would result in potentially
significant effects related to biological resources, cultural resources, and tribal cultural resources.
With mitigation, these impacts would be reduced to less than significant levels. As such, the project
would not result in significant effects on the environment in any of the following ways: the quality of
the environment, substantially reduce the habitat of a fish or wildlife species, cause a fish or wildlife
population to drop below self-sustaining levels, threaten to eliminate a plant or animal community,
reduce the number or restrict the range of a rare or endangered plant or animal, or eliminate
important examples of the major periods of California history or prehistory. This impact would be
less than significant with mitigation incorporated.
Item B: As discussed in this Initial Study, the project would have no impact, a less than significant
impact, or a less than significant impact after mitigation with respect to all environmental issues.
With implementation of required mitigation, the project would not result in substantial long-term
environmental impacts, and therefore, would not contribute to cumulative environmental changes
that may occur due to planned and pending development. The potential cumulative impacts of the
project will be less than significant.
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Item C: Effects on human beings are generally associated with impacts related to issue areas such as
air quality, geology and soils, noise, traffic safety, and hazards. As discussed in this Initial Study, the
project would have no impact or a less than significant impact in each of these resource areas.
Therefore, the project would not cause substantial adverse effects on human beings, either directly
or indirectly. Impacts would be less than significant.
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SUMMARY OF PROPOSED MITIGATION MEASURES
MM BIO-1:

Prior to the start of demolition, the Project Biologist shall conduct an educational
meeting to explain the purpose of the monitoring, to show the construction
personnel what is being monitored and to explain what will happen in the incidence
of locating a species of special concern during construction activities. The Project
Biologist shall explain the life history of the species of special concern, why they may
be found on the property, and what construction staff must do if one is spotted on
the project site. The construction personnel shall be shown a photo of the species of
special concern and asked to be prepared to immediately stop demolition activity if a
species of special concern is discovered and wait until the species is safely removed
from the construction zone before restarting. The Project Biologist shall provide
written verification to the project Planner that the meeting has taken place.

MM BIO-2: All new utility and sewer lines shall be shown on the project plans and be reviewed
by the Project Biologist. Any new underground utilities shall be installed in a single
corridor that is located in the driveway, rather than traversing the undeveloped
portion of the property, if feasible. The Project Biologist shall provide written
verification to the Planning Department that they are satisfied with the proposed
location(s).
MM BIO-3: All drain lines from roof gutters, drain pits, or surface drains shall be shown on a
plan and reviewed by the Project Biologist. Prior to permit issuance, the project
biologist shall provide written or verbal confirmation to the Project Planner that they
have reviewed the proposed locations.
MM BIO-4: Prior to the start of demolition related activities, a temporary fence shall be installed
to delineate the construction zone and protect any trees within the construction
zone. The temporary fence delineating the construction zone shall be maintained by
the Project Biologist and kept in good condition. All activities associated with
construction, trenching, storage of materials, and disposal of construction wastes,
and excavated soil shall not impact areas outside of the temporary construction
fence. The areas protected by the fence shall remain in a trash free condition and not
used for material stockpiling, storage or disposal, or vehicle parking. It shall remain
in place until all construction on the site is completed. Removal or changing the
location of the fence shall require the concurrence of the Project Biologist prior to
any alteration in its alignment or its removal. The Project Biologist shall provide
written verification to the Planning Department that the temporary construction
fence has been erected and the City will conduct a site visit to ensure compliance. At
the conclusion of all construction and project-related work, and with the
concurrence of the Project Biologist, the temporary fence shall be removed. This
shall be verified at the final inspection.
MM BIO-5:

Immediately prior to the start of construction, the project area, as delineated by
temporary fencing, shall be thoroughly searched for black legless lizards. If any are
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found, they shall be relocated to nearby suitable habitat. The Project Biologist shall
provide written verification of the survey results to the Project Planner.
MM-BIO 6: No construction materials, including but not limited to wood, nails, glass, tile, rocks,
gravel, paint, cement, joint compound, cleaning solvents or residues from other
chemicals, etc., shall be disposed of on-site. Large tarps or other suitable methods
shall be used to capture all rock fragments generated from cutting of rocks for
building the siding on the house, so they are not allowed to mix into the ground.
Sifting of the native soil to remove any rock fragments or other building material
shall be required if the soil is not kept free of all foreign materials. The General
Contractor shall be responsible for complying with this requirement and will clean
up any spills or contaminated ground to the complete satisfaction of the Project
Biologist. The Project Biologist shall provide written verification to the Planning
Department that this mitigation measure was met prior to building final.
MM-BIO 7: The Project Biologist shall inspect the site daily during any excavation or other ground
disturbing activities and no less than one time each week for the duration of project
construction, to ensure compliance with all provisions for protecting the natural
environment. Any activity or condition not in accord with the mitigation measures
herein or the permits issued by the City of Pacific Grove shall be brought to the
attention of the owner or their representative, the General Contractor, and, if
necessary, the Pacific Grove Planning Department.
MM-BIO 8: A qualified biologist shall be retained by the property owner to implement the
project’s HRP, including overseeing and supervising each step of the restoration
process, as described in the plan.
MM BIO 9: A qualified biologist shall be retained by the property owner to monitor the HRP.
Project monitoring reports shall be submitted to the City of Pacific Grove
Community Development Department annually for the first five (5) years and once
every ten (10) years following completed implementation of the restoration project.
The first annual report will be submitted in July of the first year following
submission of the letter of completion to the City.
The native landscape shall be maintained in perpetuity, as specified in the HRP,
including removing exotic plants and planting and caring for additional plants, if
needed.
When implementation of the HRP has been satisfactorily completed, the Project
Biologist shall submit a “letter of completion” to the Pacific Grove planning
department, at which time a five-year monitoring and maintenance program shall
begin, as described in the HRP.
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MM BIO-10: If the property should change ownership, future owners of the property will have the
same obligation for preserving, maintaining and perpetuating the native landscape on
the property and in the public right-of-way adjacent to Asilomar Avenue.

MM BIO-11: Surveys for nesting birds covered by the Migrating Birds Treaty Act (MBTA) shall be
conducted by the project biologist no more than 14 days prior to the start of
demolition-related activities. If active nests are located, the qualified biologist shall
establish avoidance buffers based on the species, nest location and observed
behavior. Buffer shall be a minimum of 25 feet for non-raptor bird species and a
minimum of 100 feet for raptor species. All construction work shall be conducted
outside any designated avoidance zones until the nesting period has ended.
MM CUL-1: Archaeological and Tribal monitoring shall be conducted by a qualified archaeologist,
who meets the Secretary of the Interior’s Qualification Standards for prehistoric
archaeology and by Tribal monitors assigned by the Tribal Leadership of the Esselen
Tribe and OCEN, for all soil- disturbing construction- related activities, including but
not limited to grading, trenching, and area excavations, during the proposed project.
If archaeological resources are exposed during soil -disturbing construction- related
activities, all construction operations shall stop within 50 feet of the find. A qualified
professional archaeologist shall further review the materials then make
recommendations for treatment. If a find is determined to be potentially significant,
the archaeologist shall recommend appropriate treatment measures such as
preservation in place, if feasible, data recovery, or heritage recovery. Appropriate
treatment shall be formulated and implemented based on an agreement between the
Property Owner or their Agent, the Tribal monitor, and the Consulting Archaeologist.
If sufficient quantities of cultural material are recovered during monitoring/data
recovery, appropriate mitigation measures shall be determined by the Tribal entity
tasked with project monitoring. This might include re-burying the cultural material,
radiocarbon dating, faunal analysis, lithic analysis, etc.
If sufficient quantities of cultural material are recovered during monitoring/data
recovery, appropriate mitigation measures shall be determined by the Tribal entity
tasked with project monitoring. This might include re-burying the cultural material,
radiocarbon dating, faunal analysis, lithic analysis, etc.
Furthermore, full time monitoring is required for any ground disturbing activities
during this Project, occurring between 0 to 4-feet below the ground surface.
MM CUL-2: Resource sensitivity training. Management and construction personnel shall be made
aware of the possibility of the discovery of these materials, and procedures to follow
through a brief Cultural Resources Sensitivity Training that shall take place at the
commencement of each phase of earth disturbing construction related activities. This
training shall be conducted by the Tribe given monitoring responsibilities.
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MM CUL-3: At the discretion of the professional archaeologist, a report suitable for compliance
documentation may be prepared and provided to the appropriate State agencies. This
report will document the field methodology and findings and make management
recommendations, as necessary. If required, this report shall be completed within six
(6) months of completion of monitoring.
MM TCR-1: The owners shall contract with the either the Ohlone Costanoan Esselen Nation or the
Esselen Tribe of Monterey County for Tribal monitoring services during all grounddisturbing activities. If cultural material are recovered during monitoring/data
recovery, appropriate mitigation measures shall be determined by the Tribal entity
tasked with project monitoring. This might include re-burying the cultural material,
radiocarbon dating, faunal analysis, lithic analysis, etc.
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MITIGATION MEASURES & MONITORING PROGRAM
for:

Frank & Carol Schembri
342 Asilomar Ave (APNs 007-061-006)
File No. CDP/AP 21-0045
Project Proponent(s):

Eric Miller Architects
(Architect)
Lead Agency:

CITY OF PACIFIC GROVE
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT
REVIEWED FOR A RECOMMENDATION BY ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW BOARD ON April 12, 2022
ADOPTED BY THE PLANNING COMMISSION ON ________________, 2022

State Clearinghouse # _______________

INTRODUCTION
BACKGROUND
Since January 1, 1989, public agencies have been required to prepare a mitigation monitoring or reporting program to assure compliance with mitigation
measures adopted pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). A mitigation monitoring program must be designed to ensure a
project's compliance with adopted mitigation measures during project implementation. It also provides feedback to agency staff and decision makers
about the effectiveness of their actions, offers learning opportunities for improving mitigation measures on future projects, and identifies when
enforcement actions are necessary.

PURPOSE
The purpose of the mitigation monitoring program for the demolition and new single-family dwelling at 342 Asilomar Ave is to ensure that all
mitigation measures adopted as part of project approval are implemented and completed during and after construction. This program will be used by
the City of Pacific Grove to verify that all required mitigation measures are incorporated into the project and will serve as a convenient tool for logging
the progress of mitigation measure completion and for determining when required mitigation measures have been fulfilled.

MANAGEMENT
The City of Pacific Grove Community Development Department (CDD) is the lead agency for the project and will be responsible for overseeing the
administration and implementation of the mitigation monitoring program.
The staff planner for the project will be responsible for managing the mitigation monitoring program. Duties of the staff planner responsible for
managing the program shall include, but not be limited to, the following:






Conduct inspections, zoning plan checks, and reporting activities as required.
Serve as a liaison between the City and applicant regarding mitigation monitoring issues.
Coordinate activities of consultants and contractors hired by applicant to implement and monitor mitigation measures.
Address and provide follow-up to citizen’s complaints.
Complete and maintain documents and reports required for the mitigation monitoring program.
 Coordinate and assure enforcement measures necessary to correct actions in conflict with the mitigation monitoring program, if
necessary.

BASELINE DATA
Any baseline data for the mitigation-monitoring program are contained in the Mitigated Negative Declaration adopted by the Pacific Grove Planning
Commission.

DISPUTE RESOLUTION
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As with any regulatory document, disputes may arise regarding the interpretation of specific language or program requirements; therefore, a procedure
for conflict resolution needs to be included as part of this mitigation monitoring program. In the event of a disagreement about appropriate mitigation
measure implementation, the project planner will notify the Community Development Director via a brief memo and hold a meeting with the project
applicant and any other parties deemed appropriate. After assessing the information, the project planner will determine the appropriate measure for
mitigation implementation and will notify the Community Development Director via memo of the decision. The project applicant or any interested
party may appeal the decision of the project planner to the City decision-making body that adopted the project mitigated negative declaration
and mitigation monitoring program within five (5) calendar days of the planner’s decision. That decision may be appealed to the City Council.

ENFORCEMENT
All mitigation measures must be complied with in order to fulfill the conditions of approval. Some of the conditions of approval are required before the
commencement of construction; therefore, they will be verified before the issuance of a building permit. Other conditions will be implemented during
construction and after construction is completed. For those conditions implemented during construction, if work is performed in violation of
conditions of approval, a stop work order will be issued. A performance bond or deposit of funds, at the discretion of the City of Pacific Grove in an
amount necessary to complete the condition of approval, with the City of Pacific Grove is required for ongoing conditions of approval, such as a
landscape restoration plan. Failure to implement these conditions of approval will result in the forfeiture of the funds for use in implementing these
conditions.

PROGRAM
This mitigation monitoring program includes a table of mitigations measures adopted for the project. This table identifies the mitigation measure and
parties responsible for its monitoring and implementation. It also identifies at which project stage the mitigation measure is required and verification of
the date on which the mitigations measure is completed.

FUNDING
For the project at 342 Asilomar Avenue, the project proponent(s) shall be responsible for the costs of implementing and monitoring the mitigation
measures.

3

Mitigation Measures for the Mitigated Negative Declaration adopted for 342 Asilomar:
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MITIGATION

IMPLEMENTED
BY:

WHEN
IMPLEMENTED:

MONITORED
BY:

Prior to demolition.

Project Biologist,
CDD

Applicant or
Applicant’s
Representative

Prior to building permit
issuance.

CDD

Applicant or
Applicant’s
Representative

Prior to building permit
issuance.

CDD

Applicant or
Applicant’s
Representative

Throughout all projectrelated demolition and
ground disturbing
activities

CDD

MM BIO-1: Prior to the start of demolition, the Project Applicant or
Biologist shall conduct an educational meeting to explain Applicant’s
the purpose of the monitoring, to show the construction Representative

personnel what is being monitored and to explain what will
happen in the incidence of locating a species of special
concern during construction activities. The Project
Biologist shall explain the life history of the species of
special concern, why they may be found on the property,
and what construction staff must do if one is spotted on
the project site. The construction personnel shall be shown
a photo of the species of special concern and asked to be
prepared to immediately stop demolition activity if a
species of special concern is discovered and wait until the
species is safely removed from the construction zone
before restarting. The Project Biologist shall provide
written verification to the project Planner that the meeting
has taken place.
MM BIO-2: All new utility and sewer lines shall be shown
on the project plans and be reviewed by the Project
Biologist. Any new underground utilities shall be installed
in a single corridor that is located in the driveway, rather
than traversing the undeveloped portion of the property, if
feasible. The Project Biologist shall provide written
verification to the Planning Department that they are
satisfied with the proposed location(s).
MM BIO-3: All drain lines from roof gutters, drain pits, or
surface drains will be shown on a plan and reviewed by the
Project Biologist. Prior to permit issuance, the project
biologist will provide written or verbal confirmation to the
Project Planner that they have reviewed the proposed
locations.
MM BIO-4: Prior to the start of demolition related
activities, a temporary fence shall be installed to delineate
the construction zone and protect any trees within the
construction zone. The temporary fence delineating the
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VERIFICATION
DATE:

construction zone shall be maintained by the Project
Biologist and kept in good condition. All activities
associated with construction, trenching, storage of
materials, and disposal of construction wastes, and
excavated soil shall not impact areas outside of the
temporary construction fence. The areas protected by the
fence shall remain in a trash free condition and not used
for material stockpiling, storage or disposal, or vehicle
parking. It shall remain in place until all construction on
the site is completed. Removal or changing the location of
the fence shall require the concurrence of the Project
Biologist prior to any alteration in its alignment or its
removal. The Project Biologist shall provide written
verification to the Planning Department that the temporary
construction fence has been erected and the City will
conduct a site visit to ensure compliance. At the conclusion
of all construction and project-related work, and with the
concurrence of the Project Biologist, the temporary fence
shall be removed. This shall be verified at the final
inspection.
MM BIO-5: Immediately prior to the start of
construction, the project area, as delineated by temporary
fencing, shall be thoroughly searched for black legless
lizards. If any are found, they shall be relocated to nearby
suitable habitat. The Project Biologist shall provide written
verification of the survey results to the Project Planner.
MM BIO-6: No construction materials, including but not
limited to wood, nails, glass, tile, rocks, gravel, paint,
cement, joint compound, cleaning solvents or residues
from other chemicals, etc., shall be disposed of on-site.
Large tarps or other suitable methods shall be used to
capture all rock fragments generated from cutting of rocks
for building the siding on the house, so they are not
allowed to mix into the ground. Sifting of the native soil to
remove any rock fragments or other building material shall
be required if the soil is not kept free of all foreign
materials. The General Contractor shall be responsible for

Applicant or
Applicant’s
Representative

Prior to building permit
issuance.

CDD

Applicant or
Applicant’s
Representative

Prior to final
inspection.

CDD
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complying with this requirement and will clean up any spills
or contaminated ground to the complete satisfaction of the
Project Biologist. The Project Biologist shall provide
written verification to the Planning Department that this
mitigation measure was met prior to building final.
MM BIO-7: The Project Biologist shall inspect the site
daily during any excavation or other ground disturbing
activities and no less than one time each week for the
duration of project construction, to ensure compliance with
all provisions for protecting the natural environment. Any
activity or condition not in accord with the mitigation
measures herein or the permits issued by the City of Pacific
Grove shall be brought to the attention of the owner or
their representative, the General Contractor, and, if
necessary, the Pacific Grove Planning Department.
MM BIO-8: A qualified biologist shall be retained by the
property owner to implement the project’s HRP, including
overseeing and supervising each step of the restoration
process, as described in the plan.
MM BIO-9: A qualified biologist shall be retained by the
property owner to monitor the HRP. Project monitoring
reports shall be submitted to the City of Pacific Grove
Community Development Department annually for the
first five (5) years. The first annual report will be submitted
in July of the first year following submission of the letter of
completion to the City. Annual reports after the first five
(5) years will be required if the success criteria established
in the HRP are not met in the first five (5) year period.

Applicant or
Applicant’s
Representative

Prior to the start of
construction.

Applicant, CDD

Applicant or
Applicant’s
Representative

Prior to the start of
construction

Project Biologist,
CDD

Applicant or
Applicant’s
Representative.

Prior to the start of
construction.

Project Biologist,
CDD

The native landscape shall be maintained in perpetuity, as
specified in the HRP, including removing exotic plants and
planting and caring for additional plants, if needed.
When implementation of the HRP has been satisfactorily
completed, the Project Biologist shall submit a “letter of
completion” to the Pacific Grove planning department, at
which time a five-year monitoring and maintenance
program shall begin, as described in the HRP.
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MM BIO-10: If the property should change ownership,
future owners of the property will have the same obligation
for preserving, maintaining and perpetuating the native
landscape on the property and in the public right-of-way
adjacent to Asilomar Avenue.

Applicant or
Applicant’s
Representative

Prior to the start of
demolition.

Applicant, CDD

Applicant or
MM-BIO 11: Surveys for nesting birds covered by the
Migrating Birds Treaty Act (MBTA) shall be conducted by Applicant’s
the project biologist no more than 14 days prior to the start Representative
of demolition-related activities. If active nests are located,
the qualified biologist shall establish avoidance buffers
based on the species, nest location and observed behavior.
Buffer shall be a minimum of 25 feet for non-raptor bird
species and a minimum of 100 feet for raptor species. All
construction work shall be conducted outside any
designated avoidance zones until the nesting period has
ended.

Ongoing throughout
construction.

Project Biologist,
CDD

MM CUL-1: Archaeological and Tribal monitoring shall be Applicant or
Applicant’s
conducted by a qualified archaeologist, who meets the
Representative
Secretary of the Interior’s Qualification Standards for
prehistoric archaeology and by Tribal monitors assigned by
the Tribal Leadership of the Esselen Tribe and OCEN, for
all soil- disturbing construction- related activities, including
but not limited to grading, trenching, and area excavations,
during the proposed project.

Prior to the start of
ground-disturbing
activities.

CDD

If archaeological resources are exposed during soil disturbing construction- related activities, all construction
operations shall stop within 50 feet of the find. A qualified
professional archaeologist shall further review the materials
then make recommendations for treatment. If a find is
determined to be potentially significant, the archaeologist
shall recommend appropriate treatment measures such as
preservation in place, if feasible, data recovery, or heritage
recovery. Appropriate treatment shall be formulated and
implemented based on an agreement between the Property
Owner or their Agent, the Tribal monitor, and the
8

Consulting Archaeologist. If sufficient quantities of cultural
material are recovered during monitoring/data recovery,
appropriate mitigation measures shall be determined by the
Tribal entity tasked with project monitoring. This might
include re-burying the cultural material, radiocarbon dating,
faunal analysis, lithic analysis, etc.
If sufficient quantities of cultural material are recovered
during monitoring/data recovery, appropriate mitigation
measures shall be determined by the Tribal entity tasked
with project monitoring. This might include re-burying the
cultural material, radiocarbon dating, faunal analysis, lithic
analysis, etc.
Furthermore, full time monitoring is required for any
ground disturbing activities during this Project, occurring
between 0 to 4-feet below the ground surface.
MM CUL-2: Management and construction personnel
shall be made aware of the possibility of the discovery of
these materials, and procedures to follow through a brief
Cultural Resources Sensitivity Training that shall take place
at the commencement of each phase of earth disturbing
construction related activities. This training shall be
conducted by the Tribe given monitoring responsibilities.
MM CUL-3: A report suitable for compliance
documentation shall be prepared and provided to the
Community Development Department. This report will
document the field methodology and findings and make
management recommendations, as necessary. This report
shall be completed within six (6) months of completion of
monitoring.

Applicant or
Applicant’s
Representative

Prior to the start of
ground-disturbing
activities, and
throughout the course
of ground-disturbing
activities.

CDD.

Applicant or
Applicant’s
Representative

Within 6 months of
project completion.

CDD.

MM TRI-1: The owners shall contract with the either the Applicant or
Ohlone Costanoan Esselen Nation or the Esselen Tribe of Applicant’s
Monterey County for Tribal monitoring services during all Representative
ground-disturbing activities. If sufficient quantities of
cultural material are recovered during monitoring/data

Prior to the start of
ground-disturbing
activities.

CDD.
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recovery, appropriate mitigation measures shall be
determined by the Tribal entity tasked with project
monitoring. This might include re-burying the cultural
material, radiocarbon dating, faunal analysis, lithic analysis,
etc.
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THE INITIAL STUDY/MITIGATED NEGATIVE DECLARATION WAS PASSED AND ADOPTED AT A REGULAR MEETING OF
THE PLANNING COMMISSION OF THE CITY OF PACIFIC GROVE ON THE ____ DAY OF ________, 2022, BY THE
FOLLOWING VOTE:
AYES:
NOES:
ABSTENTIONS:
ABSENCE:

APPROVED:
_______________________________
Steven Lilley, Chair

The undersigned hereby acknowledge and agree to the approved terms and conditions, and agree to fully conform to, and comply with, said terms and
conditions.
Frank Schembri, Owner

Date

Carol Schembri, Owner

Date
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THOMAS K. MOSS
Coastal Biologist
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BIOLOGICAL SURVEY REPORT
SchembH IResttdence
342 Asilomar Avenue,Pacific Crove
(APN 007B061‐006‐000)

I.INTRODUCT:ON
This biologicai suⅣ ey repott has been prepared in coniunctiOn whh a pЮ posaito
demolish an existing singie― farnily residence and build a newよ″o―story single‐ farnily

residence tocated at 342 As‖ omar Avenue,Paciflc(3Ю ve,California(Figures l,2 and
3).in addition,the pro〕 ectinctudes several hardscape additions and improvements,
iong with
including two walkways,three sma‖ patios,and a new driveway,メ ヽ
poses
to
restore and
petty,the
prOiect
pЮ
developing a new residence on the pЮ
pЮtect about 85 percent ofthe pЮ petty as nadve dune and forest habhat.

The pЮ petty is iocated in the Asilomar Dunes,an area ofttagile sand dune habitat
that supports a number ofraK〕 and endangered species.The Pacilc(3Ю ve Local
CoastaI PЮ grarn Land Use PIan pЮ vides policies and guidelines fbr development of
ey prior to
pЮ perties in the Asilomar Dunes,including requiring a biological suⅣ
approval of any development.This repott satisles that requirement.
This report provides a description ofthe lora and fauna on the pЮ peHy,including the
presence or absence of species of special concern;reco阿 lrnendations ibr rninirnizing
or avoiding impacts frorn pЮ posed deveiopment,andi a list of development guidelines
for protecting and restottng the pЮ peru's naturat resource values,

‖.ENViRONMENTAL

SETTING

A. Cenera:Area
The prOiect Site is located in the Asilomar Dunes,a distinct geologicai complex
encompassing appЮ ximately 480 acres beふ veen Point Pinos and Point Joe on the
seaward extremity ofthe Monterey Peninsula.The Asilomar Dunes extend intand fЮ
the shoreline dunes and blurs thЮ ugh a series of dune ridges and interdune swales
into the lrst band of Monterey pine trees,referred to as the fbrest‐ front,tO about
As‖ omar Avenue.The general area surrounding the proJect site is characterized as
scattered residences among open sand dunes and Monterey pine fbrest.

m

The Asilomar Dunes is an area with a number of unique biological and geological
resources,including atieastten known plants and one anirnal species of special
concern and dune landforms that aK〕 COmprised alrnost entirely of quartz sand.During

the past one hundred years or so,much ofthe Asitomar Dunes was severely
damaged,degraded,oriost as a resuit of sand Fnining,residential and goif course
devetopment,trampling by pedestrians,encЮ achment by introduced non‐ native
(eXOtiC)Vegetation,and herbivory by a large poputation of deer.
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FICURE l.PROJECT LOCAT10N
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Remnant patches of undisturbed dune habitat and examples ofrestored native dune
habitat occurin severaliocations in the Asilomar Dunes,particulaHy on state propetty
at Asilomar State Beach and(3onference(3Ю unds and on a number private
pЮperties.At Asitomar State Beach and Conference GЮ unds,a maiOr dunes
restoration proJect covenng abOut 60 acres has successfu‖ y elirninated Hottentot fig
ice plant rCarpObrorvs eJv′ its)and Other exotic plants and replanted with species

indigenous to the Asilomar Dunes.
Fo‖ owing restoration of dune habitats in the Asilomar Dunes,many species of vvildlifё

have returned thatin prior years weR〕 nearly absent or onty infrequentty seen,such as
ta‖ hawk rβ wreο 」
ilattaん e,sli,s,,red‐ ShOuldered hawk
yteo rilr,earys),white■ ailed kite rE′ anyS′ evcurys),Amettcan kestrei rFarco
rβ
,enθ
spanた 〃
上
Aり ,peregttne falcon rttarco peregr′η
vs),and burЮ wing owirAと ′
cυ ηんv′atta).Populations of songbirds,including seveRヨ I Species that nest onty in
iarger native shrubs near or on the gЮ und,including white‐ crowned sparrow
ys,and SOng sparЮ w rMθ ′
osp′ za tte′ o前り,have becOme
rzo,orricヵ ria reycOpん ′
′
′
,ra nig,)has alSO gready increased
わ′
a pV′θ
common again.BIack legiess tizard rAη η
whek〕 dunes have been stabilized with native plants.
vattous raptors,inctuding red―

B.Piant Communities
Native vegetation in the Asilomar Dunes is representative of h″

o California plant

communtties― Central Dune Scrub and Monterey Pine Forest.The Central Dune
Scrub Piant Conlrnunity begins nearthe shoreline and extends iniand to the Monterey
Pine fbrest.in its original,undisturbed condition,it fbrrvls a retatively open assemblage

of prostrate and iow growing native plants on the dune ridges,including beach
ia′aril「0,ila),beaCh
sagewort rAたo阿
ρ
/c′,ooOρ ′
'ara),yeliOw
sand
verbena
rAbron′
aster rと essingila rillaglilp″
'Sね
bria),dune blue grass rPOa」ο
vg'asiり ,mOCk heather
iJes,and beach pHmЮse
加盟阿
etta
ettcojJes),dune
dandelion
rAgosetts
apargio′
作
iθ
rCa阿たSOnね θ′「antr,liFo′lila).On the coastal blur abOve the shoretine and in the
swales beふ veen the dune ridges,sedges and woodier species create a dense plant
cover consisung ofdune sedge rCareχ pa′,sa),cOyote brush rBacc力 atts pituta打 o,
yellow bush′ と
plilη θ
υJη sどaec′ ,aは蔭oliu輯,gum
′
Jp′ ,vs aわ orevs),IiZard tail rE河 9p′ ,y′′
rと こ
plant rGttnJe,,a′ atiFO′ ila),seaSide daisy pttπ gerO,g′ avcErS',dune buckwheat
,′

i″

).in areas protected from the
rfrlilogOnvtt paryiforiv阿 )and/arrOv rAc′ ea阿
wind ottthe ocean,such as in the interdune swales''IeForliv阿
and on stabilized interior dunes,
the Central Dune Scrub PIant Cornrnunity intergrades with and is replaced by the
,′il′

Monterey Pine Forest PIant Community.
The Monterey Pine Forest Piant Community begins appЮ ximately 800 feetfrom the
shoretine on the rnore stable interior dunes.On these dunes,bemeen the leading
edge ofthe pine fbrest and up to Asilomar Avenue,is an area thatis described as the
forest― front zone.The trees in this area aK〕 genera‖ y shorter,have large lateral
branches,and are more widely spaced than trees ofthe interiorforestiniand of
Asilomar Avenue.The trees in the fbrest― front zone are shaped by the ocean winds,
with the shortesttrees on the windwaK】 Side ofthe fbrest― front.These trees fbrrn a
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sloped canopy that acts like the rooRine of building,de¶ ecting the wind up and over
the top of the interior forest.This functiOn Ofthe fbrest― 仕ont zone is valued fbrits role
in rninirnizing environmental stresses to the trees of the interior forest and fbr reducing
tree faitures resuiting frorn direct exposure to the wind.The trees that comprise the
forest―front zone aR〕 aISO considered critical in rnaintaining the stability of the iniand

dunes,particulariy its windwaКJ slopes and crest.Forthese reasons,the fbrest― front
zone,like the dunes proper,is considered environmentally sensitive.Native plant
species that are common in the forestイ Юnt zone include Monterey pine PinVS
radiara),dune sedge,tizard tail,bracken fern rPrerilJiLrtt a9villilP,vlη ),yarЮW,Dougias
iris(1西 s Jovg′asfa′ ,9),and poison oak(ア oXiJenJron Jliyersillobv阿 ).
The Asilomar Dunes is a retatively harsh environment for plants.However,the native
dune plants are wel卜 adapted to the area,being able to withstand the desiccating,sait‐
bearing afFects ofthe ocean winds and the dry,nutrient‐ poor condition ofthe soil.
Because ofthe rarity of many ofthe plant and anirnal species and the fragile nature of
the dunes habitat,the CalifOrnia〈 3oastai Conlrnission has designated the entire
Asilomar Dunes as WEnviЮ nmentaIIy SensК ive Habttat Area(ESHA),"whiCh underthe
California Coastal Act requires the highestievei of environmental pK)teCtion and
restriction on deveiopment,compared to other residential pЮ perties in Pacilc(3Ю ve.

C.Animals dithe Asilomar Dunes
The Asilomar Dunes pЮ vides habitatfor numerous common mammals,birds,reptiles,
amphibians,and invertebrates.The area is also a rnttor PaCifiC Flyway stopoverfor a
large number of migratory species,ranging from the monarch butterΠ y rDanays
prexilppvs,to many species of waterfowi and raptors.
This repott onty iooks at the anirnals that occuriniand of the shoreline,given thatthe

pЮ petty and adiacent areas consist only of dune and forest habttat.
Coastal scrub plant communkies are impottant habitats for wildiife.Mammals like
iO,Vs,,and black■ ailed
raccoon rProcyOn′ oror),blaCk― tail deer rOJOcoillews力 θ阿 ′

COmmon in the Asilomar Dunes,along whh the
black legiess lizard and alligator lizard(f′ gatta coerv′ ea),and many birds,induding

,aCkrabbК

rと 9ρ vs carilFor′

,た vs,are

Ps,,white̲cЮ wned
Brewer's blackbird rEwρ 力
agvs c/aη ocepん a′ェ
,/′ ?θ′
crow rcoryVs brac′ ,y「′
'OS),and Amettcan kestrel.

Sparrow,Amencan

The Monterey pine and Coas卜 I帝e oak rQvercvs agribli→ fOrested areas are the most
species― rich habitats in the Asilomar Dunes,depending on the density ofthe trees and

type of understory vegetadon(shrubS and′ oriow herbaceous plants).BIack■ a‖ ed deer
use open areas in the dunes and forestforfbeding.But,they aK)eSpecia‖ y dependent
on areas ofiarge shrubs oriow tree branches where they can ind ooncealrnent while
restingrsieeping or rearing their iawns.A wel卜 deveioped forest― frontin the Asilomar
Dunes is of great benenttO the iocaifamily gЮ ups(cohottS)。 f deer.
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AIso cornFllon in the fbrest habitats ofthe Asilomar Dunes and surounding
neighborhood are many birds.Northern licker rCo′ apres ayrarys)and Amettcan Юbin
yO depend On the open areas forforaging,wh‖ e using the trees for
rTvr」 s ttυ胞わ河
perching and avoiding predators.Dark― eyed junco rJJ′ ,co′
'yemarits,I"esand
in Anna's
the forest
where there is plenty of understory groMh and overhead trees.AIlen's
e anna,respect彬 ety)i彬 e a10ng the
hummingbirds(Se′ aspん orvs satth and Car/ρ と
anerpes fortticiyort′ s)and Hutton's ureo(yilrec
forest edges.Acom woodpecker(Mθ ′
tガ

r,v

0,′)depend

On the presence of nearby oak trees as f6od sources,while using old

pine trees and snags f6r storing f6od and for nesting.California scrubttay

′
ocorη a ca′liFor′ ,jo9,is COmmOn and is a permanentresident of Asilomar
rAp力 θ
pЮ perties that suppott oak trees and iarger shrubs,as is the rnainiy ground‐ dwelling
e crrssar,り ,The bЮwn creeper(Cerr′ ,ね attθ ttcana)is onty
Califomia towhee rMe,ozο η
′
′
θ
found where there are old groMh trees.Steliersiay rC/anoclitta sと θ
り is typica‖ ya
winter visitorin the Asilomar area,i阿 lrnigrating frorn nearby iniand fbrest habitats.
White‐crowned sparЮ w,9olden‐ cЮ wned sparЮ w rzo′ ,otttchね a″施
ηp′ a)and VanOus
il′

warblers,patticularty Townsend's warbler rSeと 9p力 aga tow′ ,send,and yeIIow‐ rump
warbler rSerop力 aga cOronare),are migrants from notthern iautudes that settle here in
the fa‖ or wintertirne every year and then departin early surnrner,Cooper's hawk
rAccゎ rCOOpewtts COmmOn in the Asilomar area,though not seen by most people
'わ ofits speedy,Iow¶ ightthЮ ugh the trees as it hunts sma‖ er birds.
because

Newts and other salamanders need the cool darkness of damp,wel卜

canopied fbrests.

C)ther reptiles,Iike gatter snake(T′ ,attnOp′ ,ね siltta'is)and nOrthern alligator tizard,

need warrner and drier areas that occurin open canopied fbrests and stabilized,

vegetated dunes.
A number of cornrnon species of butteHtties are frequently seen in the Asilomar Dunes.
Of greatestinterest to the local community is the monarch butterΠ y.On sunny days,
they ventuK〕 Out Oftheiriast oveMinter roosting area in Pacmc(3rove,located or of
Ridge Road,just hiand ofthe Asilomar Dunes,Iooking for ea‖ y‐ ¶owenng plants that
may pЮ vide nectarto them.By February,they are fbcused on inding a rnate,with the
females departing on their northbound and iniand rnigration soon ateMards,while the
males remain and die here.

D.Species cr speciai Concern
Species of special concern are those tisted by the U.S.Fish and VVildlife SeⅣ ice or
the California Depattment of Fish and Wildlife(CDFW)as rare,threatened or
endangered.In addition,the CDFVV recognizes raK〕 ptants designated by the
California Nadve Piant Society(CNPS)as ekher meeting the ctttetta foriisung Or as
being potentia‖ y threatened.Accordingly,aW species of special concern rnust be

addressed underthe California EnMЮ nmental Qualky Act(CEQA).
Dune buckwheatis a co阿 lrnOn plantin the Asilomar Dunes,usua‖ y seenin gЮ ups of
several plants,mostty on the coastal blufF,west of Sunset Drive.itis not a state or
federally tisted species butitis treated like a species of special concern because ofits
′i10res e′,9pres
role as the host plant forthe endangered Srnithes blue butterRy rfvρ
,′
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s廟 肋 り dunng a‖ stages ofthe butterny's life cyde.The SmК h's blue butterny occurs
along the coasttine to the south and north ofthe Monterey Peninsula;it has not been
recorded on the Monterey Peninsula since it became listed as an Endangered Species
in 1976.As a result of numeЮ us dune restoraton prOleCtS On puЫ ic and pttvate
pЮ peny on the lⅥ onterey Peninsula during the past 35 years,the number of
buckwheat plants has been signincantly increased and suitable habitat now exists that
could suppott Snnith's blue butterΠ y.No species― specinc suⅣeys have been done fbr
the butterny in the Asilomar Dunes or Pebble Beach in recent years,to venⅢ
its
presence or absence.
Ⅲ.BIOLOCiCAL

SURVEY

A.Database Review
Priorto conducting on― site suⅣ eys ofthe ttora and fauna,various resource repotts

and rnaps was reviewed f6rthe purpose of developing a proJect― specilc list of rare
plant and anirnal species that have potentialto occur on the proJect site.The CDFVV's
California Natural Diverslty Database,the CNPS's hventory of Rare and Endangered
PIants,and the Calttora database were reviewed fbrinformation about species that
have historica‖ y been obseⅣ edin the As‖ omar Dunes or vicinity.
Table l provides a list of known and possible occurrences of plant and anirnal species
in the Asilomar Dunes and tts comparaЫ e neighborhood(similar enMЮ nmental and
fbrs to
habitat conditions),baSed On the databases described above.Piant status К〕

federal and state endangered and threatened species tists(FE,FT,CE,CT)and
CNPS Rare Piant Ranks(CRPR lB.1,lB.2,3,and 4).Animal status refers to federal
liSt
and state endangered and threatened species tists(FES,FTS,CES,CTS),o軒 ‐
special status animals as catalogued by the CDFW Special Animais List(November
2018),inctuding Species of Speciai Concern(SSC).
The records in these databases though heipful are genera‖ y incomplete,outdated,
and in some instances inaccurate.Many botanical suⅣ eys have been conducted in
and nearthe Asilomar Dunes on public and private lands in the tast 50 years but oniy
a few ofthe obseⅣ ations have been reoorded in the databases.Several ofthe
described plants have not been obseⅣ ed in the Asitomar Dunes f6rrnore than 100
years,and sometimes onty one plant was fbund.in another case,one ofthe plant
species was not actua‖ y obseⅣ ed in or nearthe Asilomar Dunes but was listed in the
database because it was being cuitivated by the recorder at his home in Pacific(3rove.
The rnost reliable rnethod fbr deterrnining the presence or absence of species of
special concern on pЮ perties in the Asilomar Dunes is thЮ ugh site
inspections/suⅣ eys duttng the appЮ pttate dme(s)ofthe year,which is January to
March fbrthe annual rare plants and January to June fbrthe perennial and biannual
not yield credible
rare plants,SuⅣ eys conducted attimes outside ofthese periods wi‖
resuits.Extremely dry yeaК 3 aISO Can attectthe resuits ofthe plant suⅣ eys,
patticuiariy fbr annuals,which rnay not gerrninate and appear during drier years,as
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TABLE l.SPECiES O F SPECIAL CONCERN… ASILOMAR DUN

Piants― Potentiai:v Occurina SDeCial Taxa

l.Sandmat manzanita rArcrostap′ ,/′os pV阿

i CaFfornia Nadve Piant Rank l B.2‑Rare,threatened

'り
or endangeredi faiЛ y threatened in Califbrnia.

2. Coastal dunes m‖ k‐ vetch

rAsrraga′ ws rener貶 と 前り,Federal Endangered Species,California

Endangered Species,and Califbrnia Native Piant Rank l B.1‑Rare,threatened or endangered in
California and eisewheR〕 i Seriousty threatened in Califbrnia.

3.Monterey∞ ast

paintbrush rCasrill′ e」 ia rarifOrila,i catifOmia Nadve Piant Society List 4.3‑Piants of
lirnited distttbutioni not very threatened in California.

4.

Threatened Species and
Califo「 nia Native Piant Rank l B.1‑Rare,threatened or endangered in Calik)rnia and eisewherei

orizar,rtte
Monterey spineRower rc′ 〕

pvr,ge′,s yatt pir′ ,9θ nS'i FedeRヨ I

seriously threatened in CalifOrnia.
5。

Hutchinson's iarkspur rDe′ ρttinium ttvFc′ ,加 sonね e,i CatifOrnia Native Piant Rank l B.2‑Rare,
threatened or endangeredi fainy threatened in Catifonlia.

6.Menziest wa‖ Rower rErysrittvtt menz′ esii

ssp.阿 enZiles′ り,Federal Endangered Species,California
Endangered Species,and Catifornia Native PIant Rank l B.1‑Rare,threatened or endangered in

California and etsewherei seriousty threatened in CalifOrnia.
7.Monterey gnia rCillila te,vi″ ora ssp.arenatta)i FederaI Endangered Species,Califomia Threatened

Species,and Calif6rnia Native Piant Rank l B.2‑Rare,threatened or endangeredi fainy
threatened in Califbrnia.
,a cvP,eara ssρ .se打 Oea'i California Nat彬 e Piant Rank l B.1‑Rare,
horkelia p町 o諸 θ′
threatened or endangered in CalifOrnia and eisewherei seriously threatened in CatifOrnia.

8. Ke‖ ogg's
9.

Beach iayia rと ay′ a canosa);Federal Endangered Species,California Endangered Species,and
Califbrnia Native Piant Rank l B.1‑Rare,threatened or endangered in Califbrnia and eisewhere;
seriousty threatened in California.

a sinvare
10.Sand‐ dune annual Monardelia rVo何 arJo′ ′
lB。 2‑Rare,threatened

11.TidestЮ m's

ssp。 例igЮscens,i CanfOmia Nadve Piant Rank

or endangeredi faitty threatened in Calik)rnia.

lupine rと ypttvs titresrrOmii kx riげ estrO阿 り,Federal

Endangered Species,Califomia
Endangered Species,and Calik)rnia Native PIant Rank l B.1‑Rare,threatened or endangered in

California and eisewheR〕 i Seriously threatened in California.

12.Monterey pine rPilpWS raJiara)i CalifOmia Native Piant Rank lB。 1‑Rare,threatened or
endangered in Califbrnia and eisewherei seriously threatened in Catifornia.
ciover rTril「 0′ 印 ρo′yOJO'',California Rare Species and Cahfornia Native PIant
Rank lB.1‑Rare,threatened or endangered in Califbrnia and eisewherei seriously threatened in

13.Paci,c GЮ ve

i[′

California.
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′
o′ ,′ a殉 り

1. Black legiess ittard rA,P,ilD′ ′
ap

i Cali『

Omia Sp∝ ies of Spedal Con∝ m.

2. Monterey big‐ eared woodrat rNeoと oma macrり 1倦 ′
VCila"a)i

Caii『

Omia Species of Sp∝ ial Concem.

3. Coast Range newt rTarilじ ′
,a rorOsa)i Califomia Spedes of Spedal Concem.

4. Blainsv‖ le's homed
5。

zard rP′ 〕
り

"oSOma b′

ailr,n■斡i

calhmia Sp∝ ios of Sp∝ iai Concem.

Vanous mptors and owls(Red‐ shoulder hawk,C∞ pers hawk,Red‐ 愴iled hawk,Great homed
側 );Fish and Came Code Birds of Prey.

6. WhH伊
7.

ねiled kite rf′

a′,vs

revじ

Amettcan peregttne fal∞ n

RPs,;Fish and Came Code Fuily PЮ tected Species,

fFa′oo

pa鷹増膚拘阻りi CalHbmia Endangered Sp∝ ies.

8. Monarch butte測 v rDaP,avsP′ exippws,iCDFW Sp∝ iai
9。

Animals List.

Smtth's blue buttertty rfVP′ ,irOres e"Opど es s″胡駒け;Federal Endangered Species,
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occurred in 2021.SuⅣ eys

in the fa‖

and spttng are essendalforidentiving mOSt Ofthe

anirnals,patticularty birds.

Bo Methodology
y,weekly suⅣ eys fbr plants and anirnals were conducted on the pЮ petty
beふ veen November18,2020 and January 6,2021.The entiK〕 prOpeHy was visua‖ y
initia‖

inspected and a‖ plants and anirnals present were identined and recorded.
As noted in the earlier January 8,2021 Biological RepOtt fbr the subieCt propetty,a
foIIow‐ up April suⅣ ey was reco阿 lrnended because the original suⅣ eys were
conducted too earty in the growing season to provide credible results.No rare plants
were obseⅣed on the pЮ peny in the eariy suⅣ ey,
Possibly because of a very dry winter and spring in 2021,the Apri1 2021 suⅣ ey was
also considered inconclusivei no rare plants were found on the pЮ petty,but rare
plants were also absent on other nearby properties where they have consistentty been
seen in past years.

eyed again fbrrare
plants on January 25,2022.Atthe same time,Iarge numbers of rare plants were
obseⅣ ed on several other pЮ petties in the Asitomar Dunes,indicating that the plants
were presentthis year and the tirning was appropriate fbr conducting the suⅣ ey.
However,no rare plants were found on the subiect pЮ perty.ARerthree suⅣ eys
during the pasttwo years,it can be conctuded that no rare plants occur on the
pЮ perサ
Fo‖ owing a very wetfa‖ period in iate 2021,the property was suⅣ

.

A list ofthe plant and anirnal species encountered on the pЮ petty is pЮ vided in Table
2.This list has been updated f6‖ owing the January 2022 suⅣ ey.
A cursory search for black tegiess lizards was perforr￢ ed,digging by hand a fё w

inches into the sand under several ofthe larger native shrubs on the pЮ peny,which is

where they typically occur.No lizards were found.However,much ofthe western har
of the propetty represents potential habitat for the lizards.it should be assumed that

they do occur here and appropriate care should be taken when any gЮ und
disturbance is done in this area,even when planting native plants during restoration of
the area.No suitable black legiess tizard habitat presently occurs in proxirnity to the

proposed construction area.

C.Site Conditions and Description of Vegetation
The existing residence is located on the eastern quarter ofthe O.5‑acre propetty.The
pЮpeHy has an elongated,rectangular shape,measuring about 240 fbet on notthern
side and 92 feet on its eastern side along Asilomar Avenue.
The residence is situated about 5‐ feet below Asilomar Avenue in a retatively ttat area
(a dune swate)beiOW a dune ndge that dimbs steeply some 22‑feet to Кs crest along
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TABLE 2.PLANT AND ANIMAL SPECIES ENCOUNTERED ON‐ SiTE

SCIENTIFIC NAME

COMMON NAME

Plants
Aわ 0阿 ね ′
a胸:ia

スgosetts apargilori∬ es
AFem′ s′ a pyc打ocep′ ,ara
Bromtrs dFa′ ,J胆ざ
Bacc′ ,aris p″ v′ aris P〃 v′aris

Camisso′

ia Cr,e″

,′

,″b′ ia
っ′
,ど′

Carρ obrorws edutiざ

iara
reriOca′ pa

c′ayrOn′ia perFO′
c′ yprattrP,a

・
Cvpressys lη aCrOca′ pa・
Ec′ ,ium rastyOstr阿

士

fricatteria erico′ 」es

と,patta ca′ ,aJcP,s′ sじΥ ̀reXana
MeJiθ ago ρo′y′ ηo′ p′,aⅢ
士
A″ /opoR″ η′
aetv阿
Oχ a:,s pes― carpae・
mtt
Pe′ ,r,デ servtt c′ a′,Jesrilr,こ ′
Pilη

vs raJiare

Poa Jowg′asii

Yeilow sand verbena

Dune dandelion
Beach sagewort
Ripgut grass
Coyote brush
Beach primЮ se

Hottentot ig ice plant

Miners iettu∝
Coast cryptantha(PopCOm¶ ower)
Monterey cypress
Pride of Madeira

Mock heather
TOad¶ ax

Bu卜 ciover
Ngaio tree
Bermuda buttercup
Kikuyu grass
Monterey pine

Dune bluegrass

PreriJiLfm a《 7Villilr,vtt

sary,a mer″ ′
ひra

ga,st

SeP,cciο yv′

Bracken fem

BIack sage

Common gК

)undsei

Various nea卜 house ornamentals(banana tree,tree aloe,etc.)

Acci19iter cooperii

Coopers hawk

,ん a
Aptte′oooma cariFo「′

Califomia scrubiay
Tufted titmous

Baeo′ oρ ws bittOr
βvとoo′ il,,carvs
Ca′/Pre

a,打 a

Red‐ shouldered

hawk

Anna's hunlmingbird

canた ratra,s

Ceだ 拘ね attettca′ ,a

Coyote
BЮwn creeper

cOrapres av「 arws

Northern Ricker

Coryt〃s brac′ ,yれ y,c′ ,os,

Amencan crow

Cyar,octta sterreri

Stelleド s,ay

fvρ ′
,agys cya′ ,ocep力 a′ ys,
yl?χ
と
口 rtガs
A″eraperpes rbm√ Gん 。胆 s

Brewers blackbird

A″e′ ozo′,e

crissatts

O」 ooorilews′ ,e阿 ′nvs
」es pt′besce,,s
P′∞ ′
Proc/ο ″′
ο′
or
Regtガ ′
t〃 s ca′ eJη Jv′ a
Setop′ ,aga oo′っ打ara
serOpヵ aga rOv′ ,senJi
it》

Bob∞ t
Acorn woodpecker
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Sparow

sparrow

the southwestern boundaries ofthe pЮ petty(PhOtOS l and 2)

The pЮ peAy is equa‖ y divided between dune swalerfbrest and dune ridge habitat
types,each of which suppoК s a mosuy direrent set of plant species(Figure 4).
Currently,the dune swale,the location ofthe proposed new house,is covered entirety
by Kikuyu grass,which has excluded the groMh of a‖ other plants A few exotic,
ornamentat plants are growing nextto the house on its east side.
The lowest point ofthe swale occurs,usttO the west ofthe exisung hOuse.This area is
severalfeet below the adiacent pЮ perties to the north and south.it is likely that a
backdune pond once fbrrned in this depression during rainy years as the watertable
came to the surface.The fbrrnation ofintermittent ponds was once cornrnon along
Asilomar Avenue pno「 tO the city of Pacilc Crove installing an extensive drain system
throughoutthe Asitomar neighborhood in the eany 1980s.The largest ofthe ponds
was behind the ta‖ dunes that once stood,uSt beyond the south end of As‖ omar
Avenue in whatis today the Spanish Bay Resort,and was called Lake Maiella.
Twenty years ago,a ciosed fbrest canopy of Monterey pines surrounded the existing
residence and partia‖ y up the siope ofthe dune ridge on the west side ofthe house.
Today,onty,ve live Monterey pines remain on the propetty,along with one dead pine
(fellin 2021).

The dune ridge on the western half ofthe property supports a sparse cover of native

plants,mosuy beach sagewort and a few mock heather shrubs(PhOt0 3).Ripgut
grass,an aggressive and persistent annual weed fbrrns a signiicant percentage ofthe
y
plant cover on the dune ridge in the winter and spring rnonths,potentia‖
suppressing the groMh of native plant seedlings.Large patches ofice plant appearto
have been pu‖ ed out and removed in the lastfew years.
A rustic grape― stake fOnce stands along the southern,western and northern pЮ petty
lines(Phot0 4)。 On the crest ofthe dune ttdge,the pЮ perⅢ line fence has been of

great bene罰 tin preventing the destruction ofthe vegetation and erosion ofthe dune
面dge from indiscHminate use ofthe subiect pЮ perty by the occupants ofthe

neighboring pЮ perties,as can be obseⅣ ed beyond the south side ofthe fence where
ofthe plants appearto have been elirninated(Phot0 5).

a‖

Replacing the exotic Kikuyu grass and other weeds with appЮ priate native dune
plantsiincreasing the density and composition of native plant species on the dune
ridge,andi restoring the fbrested area in the swale and iower siope ofthe dune ridge
with Monterey pines/Monterey cypress trees would signincantly enhance the
properⅢ 's habkat vatues foriocat wildlife.
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Photo l.Looki

westfrom Asilomar Avenue into the

Photo 2.

eastttom the rniddie ofthe pЮ perⅢ ,acЮ ss the swale
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FICURE 4a VEGETAT!ON AND HABITAT TYPES
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Photo 5。 On the crest ofthe dune ridge,Iooking sOuth beyond the fence nearthe
southern p,ope均 ′line ofthe subiect pЮ petty.
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D,SuⅣ ey Results‐ Protected Species
Based on site― wide assessments ofthe biologicat resources by a qualifled biologistin
2021 and 2022,no ptant or anirnal species of special concern occur on the propetty.

The dune ridge that dorninates the western half ofthe property represents potentia‖ y
high― quality habitat for severat rare plants,though none are fbund here presentty.This
area wili benefit greatly fK)Fn reStoration.

The pЮ posed building site and surrounding swale area is covered by a dense ground
cover of non… native Kikuyu grass.As a result,no native plants are growing here.

Eradication ofthe Kikuyu grass and restoration of a sedge rneadow and fbrest plant
community in this area wiII pЮ vide valuaЫ e habkatforiocal wildlife.
A cursory search was rnade fbr black legless lizards,the onty pK)teCted anirnal
species that potentia‖ y occurs on the propetty.The sand was gentty呵 nge卜 faked
beneath hvo coyote brush plants,but no lizards were uncovered.They tikely do occur
on the pЮ perty,though few in numbers,given that suitable habitatis scarce at this
time.
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iV.IMPACT ASSESSMENT AND MIT:GAT:ON MEASURES
A.ProieCt Description
The prOiect pЮ poses tO demolish an existing singie― fanlity residence and build a new
patios
posed
residence
is
rnore
than
and walkways,and a driveway.The fbotprint ofthe pЮ
mice the size ofthe existing residence.
two―story singie― farnity residence,along with an attached garage,several sma‖

B. Site Coverage
The tot encompasses O.50 acres‑21,780 square feet(SF).According to the
pЮ posed site pian(Figure 3),dated 12′ 21/20,the prOleCt Wili ncrease tOtal building
coverage ttom 1312 SF(6.0%),nOtinduding the ditt dttveway,to 3,267 SF(15。 0%),
inciuding the new residence and garage,a new driveway,two、 valkways,three
porches,and a generator pad.in addition,the proJect proposes to add 750 SF(3.440/0)
as(Э utdoor Use Area,comprising a fbnced area o百 ofthe living Юorn and sma‖ area
bemeen the entry walkway and the house.The proposed proJect appears to comply
with and not exceed the required coverage lirnits.A breakdown ofthe coverage is
shown on the PЮ posed She Pian(Figure 3).

C.Potentialirnpacts and Mitigation iⅥ easures

The AsWomar Dunes′ Asilomar Dunes Residendal Area in its endrety is regarded as
ESHA.Depending on site conditions,theR〕 are different grades of ESHA,ranging from
areas of bw enMЮ nmental sensh"ity(1.e.,covered by ice plant,kikuyu grass,or bare
Sand)tO high en胡 Юnmental sensm胡 ty中 .e.,Wedand,forest front trees,exisung rare
plant areas).Therefore,regardless of site condttions,any new deveiopmentin the
Asilomar Dunes wⅢ resultin a net reduction of ESHA.
The City of Pacric GЮ ve and the California Coastal Commission have consistendy
irnposed various conditions when appЮ ving residential proJects in the Asilomar

Dunes.The approved Pacinc Grove Local CoastaI PK)gram/Land Use Pian(LCP′

LUP)

de,nes the policies and regulations that guide and control deveiopmentin the
Asilomar Dunes.ProieCtS are required to meet stttct standards,panicutany On shing
and coverage.Some ofthe requirements that are most peninenttO the protection and
preseⅣ ation ofthe environmentatresources ofthe Asilomar Dunes are as fb‖ owsi
0

●

0

Development sha‖ be located on the teast environmenta‖ y sensitive portion of the
pЮ petty.
A Residendal Deveiopment Envelope wiII be delned fbr each project,comprised of
the Pttmary Coverage Area and the Outdoor Use Area.
The Primary Coverage Area sha‖ be limited to 15 percent ofthe totaliot area and
sha‖ inciude the residence,garage,driveway,patios,decks,walkways and any
other surfaces′ features that coverthe natural habitat.Non‐ dune use areas,fbr
example the spaces beh″ een stepping stone pathways,areas bemeen pathways
and the house,interior areas/courtyards,sha‖ also be counted as coverage.
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0

0

●

●

0

0

0

0

The
An additiona1 750 SF of coverage wi‖ be a‖ owed as an Outdoor Use Area.
purpose ofthe(Dutdoo『 Use Area sha‖ be to pЮ vide an area of dune within which
typical outdoor residential activities can take place(e.g.,BBQs,lounge chairs,
etC.)."The Outdoor Use Area mayinctude a fence,prOvided thatit meets the
stated design requirements described in the LCP′ LUP.The Outdoor Use Area rnay
be increased in size above the 750 SF rnaxirnum ifthe Primary Coverage Area is
reduced an equivalent amount,Oniy appЮ priate native dune plants w‖ i be planted
in the Outdoo「 Use Area.
AII areas outside ofthe Residential Devetopment Envetope shali be
restored′ enhanced and rnaintained in a natural dune condition,as prescribed in a
site‐ speci嗣 c Habitat Restoration Pian thatis prepared by a qualined biO10gist.
The scenic native fbrest along Asilomar Avenue wili be retained by rninirnizing
removal and damage to trees when siting new deveiopment and during
construdion and mkigaung any impacts to the forest(i.e.,compaction,Ю ot cutting,
Ioss of habttat)by implemendng reforestadon measures,as prescnbed in the
Habitat Restoration Pian.
Deveiopment sha‖ incorporate landscape screening thЮ ugh use of dune
hurnrnocks and depressions and native tandscaping,so as to rninirnize impact of
the devetopment on the public viewshed.
Fences are prohibited,except for a perimeterfence in the(Dutdoor Use Area,if it
meets design guidelines described in the LCP′ LUP,and a post and cable fence
when pЮ ven to be necessary for protecting dune habitat.
Restoration and rnaintenance ofthe undeveioped public right‐ of― way fЮ nting
pЮ petties is required,consistent vvith habitat restoration practices prescribed fbr
the subiect prOpetty.
A deed restriction sha‖ be recorded fbrthe purpose of ensuring the tong■ errn
maintenance and pЮ tection ofthe pЮ petty's open space(restOred nadve habК at)
outside ofthe Residential Deveiopment Envetope.
AII areas of new dune coverage associated with devetopmentv萌 ‖be rnitigated on a
2:l square fbot basis by pЮ viding either or̲site restoration′ enhancement of
degraded dune habitatin the Asitomar Dunes or a pЮ pottionate contribution to the
City's En胡 Ю nmental Assessment Fund.
Environmental rnonitoring and reporting are required by a qualiled biologist during
construction and restoration and rnaintenance of the native habitat.
D.Cuideiines for Development

tection and
Betow is a list of deveiopment guidetines,to meetthe environmental pК 〕
mitigation requirements ofthe Pacific Grove LCP′ LUP.These guidelines and others
have typically been applied to other proieCtS in the Asilomar Dunes.The Pacinc GЮ ve

Communky Development Department wiltincorporate them into a Mhigadon and
MonК o前 ng PЮ gram repo武 ,in coniunction with issuing a Mhigated Negattve
Dectaradon(CEQA)and apprOMng a Coastal Development PermК forthe proJect.
Adoption ofthe fb‖ owing guidelines,either pattia‖ y or in their entirety,wili be

deterrnined by the Pacinc(3Ю ve planning department
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1.Pianning and Pre‐construction Period
a. A qualined biO10gist wili be retained by the pЮ petty ownerto seⅣ e as the

PrOieCt BiOlogistfbrthe purposes of providing input on the development
plans and fbr monitoring construction and restoration ofthe landscape.
b. A‖ new utility and seweriines w‖ be shown on the proJect plans and

reviewed by the Proiect BioiOgist.Any new underground udhies wili be
insta‖ ed in a singie coridor thatis located in the driveway,rather than
traVeRSing the undeveloped portion ofthe pЮ petty,if feasible.

c. A‖ drain tines from Юof gutters,drain pits or surface drains v胡 ‖be
a plan and reviewed by the ProieCt Biologist.

shown on

d.r any patt ofthe pettmeter grapestake fence is iocated on the subiect
pЮ pe噂 ,世 ShOuld be reviewed by the City of Pacilc GЮ ve planning
depattmentfor consistency with the new LCP′ LUP policy on fences。
Regardless ofthe location or ownership ofthe sections offence on the top
ofthe dune ridge,they should be retained fbrthe purpose of protecting
sensitive habitat on the subieCt pЮ peny and preventing the sort of damage
thatis visible on the adiacent pЮ petties.PЮ viding discreetiy located
openings in the southern and northern fbnces fbrv萌 ldlife passage should be
oonsldered.
e. A‖ walkways,patios,decks and other exterior hardscape surfaces wili be
shown on the prolect site plan and bu‖ ding plan.

f.

The addition of any walkway surfaces,decks,patios,fё nces,or
dttveway′ parking expansion subsequentto issuance of a Coastal
Development Permit wi‖ require the consent ofthe Pacific GЮ ve

Community Deveiopment Department,
g. A Habitat Restoration Pian wi‖ be prepared by a qualifled biologistthat
delnes procedures and standards 16「 restoration,rnaintenance and
monitoring ofthe undeveloped portion ofthe pЮ petty and the public right― oト

way adiacenttO AsilomarAvenue.
be insta‖ ed to
delineate the construction zone and protect any trees within the construction
zone.Skirting ofthe trees with boards in the construction zone wili not be
necessary pЮ vided the temporary fence is iocated away from the tree a
distance ofthree tirnes or rnore the diameter oftree.

h. Prior to the start of construction,a temporary fOnce wi‖

i.

The old Monterey pine located 9 feetttom the notth side ofthe proposed
house should be removed priorto the start of construction.A ce武 面ed
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arborist should review the condition ofthe tree and reco阿
appropriate course of action.
j.

lrnend an

If house demolition and construction is scheduled during the local bird
nesting season(January l to July 30),the PrOieCt Biologist wi‖ conduct a
preconstruction nesting suⅣ ey ofthe prolect area to deternline if nesdng
birds and their active nests could be ieopardized by construction activittes.
The suⅣ ey should be done no rnore than 15 days before the start of work
on the prolect.r any nesting is detected that may be threatened by
pЮ posed work act"ity,the Proied BiO10gist wiII coordinate wkh the owner
and the contractorto determine an alternative work schedule as needed to
a‖ ow the birds to complete their nesting efFort.

k. Irnmediately prior to the start of construction,the proJect area,as delineated
by temporary fencing,vvi‖ be thoroughiy searched ibr black legiess lizards.If
any are fbund,they v萌 ‖be retocated to nearby suitable habitat.
I.

AIl exotic plants on the prolect site wi‖ be hand― pu‖ ed or ki‖ ed with an
appЮ p両 ate herbicide p耐 or to the statt of construction act"ity,according tO

speciications described in the approved Habitat Restoration Pian.
m.The ProieCt BiOiogist wiII provide a letterto the Paci,c GЮ ve Community
Deveiopment Department venfン ing thatthe temporary fence has been
insta‖ ed,a‖ ofthe exotics have been eradicated,and the construction area
has been searched fbr black legless lizards pttorto the statt of demolition or
construction.

2.Construction Period
a. After a building perrnit is obtained,a pre―construction rneeting wi‖ be
held beよveen the owner ortheir representative,the(3eneral Contractor,the
city planner,and the PrOiect BiO10gistto review the prOieCt permtts and aII

environmental compliance requirements.
b. The temporary fence delineating the construction zone wili be rnaintained by
the PrOiect BiO10gist and keptin good condition.it vH‖ remain in place until
a‖ construction on the site is completed.Removal or changing the location
ofthe fence w‖ require the concurrence ofthe Proiect BiO10gist pnorto any
alteration in its alignment or its removal.

c. A‖ activities associated with construction,trenching,storage of materiats,

and disposal of construction wastes and excavated so‖ wili not irnpact areas
outside of the temporary construction fence.The areas pK)teCted by the
fence wiII remain in a trash ttee condition and not used fbr rnaterial
stockpiling,storage or disposal,or vehicte parking.メ ヽ
II construction
personnel wi‖ be pЮ hibited frorn entering areas protected by the fё nce.
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do No oonstruction rnaterials,inciuding but notlirnited to wood,naWs,91ass,tile,
Юcks,gravet,paint,cement,ioint COmpound,deaning solvents or residues
frorn other chernicats,etc.,wili be disposed of on‐ site.The(3eneral
Contractor wi‖ be responsible fbr complying with this requirement and wⅢ
ctean up any spⅢ s or cOntanninated gЮ und to the complete satisfaction of
the PrOlect BiO10gist.

rock
e. Large tarps or other suitable rnethods wili be used to capture a‖
竹agments generated frorn cutting of rocks fbr building the siding on the
house,so they are not a‖ owed to rnix into the gЮ und.Sifting of the native
so‖ to remove any rock fragments or other building rnateriat wili be required,
ifthe soilis not keptfree of a‖ fbreign rnaterials,

f. AIl excavation spoils generated by the proJect v胡 ‖be disposed off‐ site.if the
matettal consists of nauve matenat and is free of any building matettals(i.e.,
gravel,decomposed granhe),呵 rst p市o前 ty wili be to reuse the mateHal at a

suitable location in the Aslomar Dunes,as determined by the Proiect
Biologist and with the consent ofthe Pacinc Grove Community Development
Department.Disposal of material ottsite wi‖ be donein a way asto not
negatively afFect any existing native vegetation.

g. The edge ofthe driveway,including any associated gЮ und work required
forthe driveway's construction,w胡 ‖be kept atleast 10‐ feet ttom the ttalian
stone pine on its south and west sides,as shown on the proiect'S Site plan.
h.Roots 2 inches or greaterin sizeれ om the adiacenttrees wiII be retained
(nOt Cut)during any ground disturbance associated with construction ofthe
residence and insta‖ ation of underground utility lines.The house fbundation
wili bridge over any roots 2 inches or greaterin size.
The Proiect Bi010gist v胡 ‖inspect the site daily during any excavation or other

gЮ und disturbing activities and no less than one tirne each week fbrthe
pЮ visions fbr
duration of the project,to ensure compliance with a‖
pЮtecung the natural en萌 Юnment.Any act"ity or condК ion notin accord
with the provisions ofthis report or the perrnits issued by the City of Pacific

Grove wili be bЮ ughtto the attention ofthe owner ortheir representative,
the(3eneral Contractor and,if necessary,the Pacinc(3Ю ve(3ornrnunity

Deveiopment Department.
j.A qualined bi010gist wili be retained by the pЮ

petty ownerto implementthe

proieCt'S Habitat Restoration PIan,inctuding overseeing and supeⅣ
each step ofthe restoration pЮ cess,as described in the pian.
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3.Post‐ construction Period
a. Atthe conclusion of a‖ construction and project― related work,and with the
concurrence ofthe Prolect Biologist,the temporary fence wili be removed.
b. Appropriate native dune plants wili be insta‖ ed in the area outside ofthe

Pttmary Coverage Area underthe direction ofthe ProieCt BiOlogist,
according to the specincatiOns described in the Habitat Restoration Pian.
c. Implementation ofthe restoration plan,including eradication of a‖ exotic
plants,instaIIation of a‖ native plants,and initiai maintenance,v胡 ‖be
completed prior to receiving lnai building inspection approval.Depending
on seasonal conditions and availability of plants,it rnight not be possible to
complete insta‖ ation of a‖ the plants prior to gainingれ nal building approval.
in this case,the applicant shouid be a‖ owed up to one yearto complete
instaWation of the plants 16‖ owing nnal bu‖ ding appЮ val,provided they
submttto the City l)a signed contractfrom the ind"idual or company
responsible for prOiectimplementadon andror 2)funding equalto the total
cost of proieCtimplementadon,as determined by the Proiect BiOlogist,which
the City wili retain in a cettmcate Of deposh or otherform of surety.
d. No exotic plants or non― locai native plants w‖ i be planted on the propeny Or
in the puЫ ic両 ght‐ of‐ way

adiaCentto Asilomar Avenue.

d. When implementation ofthe Habitat Restoration Pian has been satisfactorily
completed,the Proiect BiO10gist wⅢ submК a ttetter of completion"to the
Pacinc Grove Community Development Depattment,at which ume a nve̲
year rnonitoring and rnaintenance pЮ grarn wi‖ begin,as described in the
Habitat Restoration PIan.
e. Pianted trees,as specined in the Habitat Restoration PIan,v萌 ‖be aIIowed to
deveiop a naturalfbr!Ⅵ and nottopped or ovettrimmed.Theiriowerlimbs wi‖
be retained uniess dead fbrthe purpose of pЮ viding denning and refuge
coverfOr deer and other anirnals in the area.
f. A qualified bioiogist wi‖ be retained by the property ownerto monitorthe

habitat restorauOn pЮ ject.Proiect mOnitottng repotts wili be submmed tO the
City of Pacinc GЮ ve Community Development Depattment annuaIIy forthe
lrst flve years and once every 10 years fb‖ owing completed implementation
of the restoration prolect.The first annuat report w‖ i be subrnitted in July of
the lrst year foilowing subnlission of the letter of completion to the Pacific

Grove Community Development Department.
g. The native landscape wi‖ be rnaintained in perpetuity,as speci呵 ed in the
Habitat Restoration Pian,including removing exotic plants and planting and
caring fbr additional plants,if needed.
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ture owners ofthe pЮ pett will
h.r the pЮ peⅢ should Change ownership,れ 』
have the same obligation fbr preseⅣ ing,rnaintaining and perpetuating the
native landscape on the pЮ peny and in the public rightof― way adiaCenttO

Asitomar Avenue.
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November 13, 2020
Frank and Carol Schembri
3212 Marshall Avenue
San Mateo, CA 94403
Re: Phase I Historical Resource Assessment of 342 Asilomar Boulevard, Pacific Grove,
Monterey County, California

Dear Mr. and Mrs. Schembri:
As per your request, Historic Resource Associates (HRA) has conducted a Phase I Historical
Resource Assessment of 342 Asilomar Boulevard, Pacific Grove, Monterey County, California.
The purpose of this report was to apply the criteria of California Register of Historic Resources
(CRHR), the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP), and the City of Pacific Grove’s criteria
for determining the significance of a historic property over 50 years of age.
A pedestrian survey was conducted over the course of one day to document the proposed
demolition of the subject property, located at 342 Asilomar Boulevard, Pacific Grove, Monterey
County, California. The property is situated on the west side of Asilomar Boulevard between Pico
and Arena Avenue. The subject parcel has been developed with a single-family residence built in
1953-1954 (Figures 1 and 2).
The parcel, identified as Assessor’s Parcel Number (APN) 001-061-06, is legally described as
follows: Beginning at a point on the westerly line of Asilomar Avenue from which point Corner 7
of Block 330, bears N. 3° 19' E., 194.03 feet, as said Asilomar Avenue and said Corner 7 and
Block 330, are shown on Sheet 2 of that certain map entitled, "Map of Pacific Grove Acres," filed
June 2, 1919 in Volume 3, Maps of "Cities and Towns", at Page 13, Monterey County Records,
said point of beginning being the southeasterly corner of that certain 0.250 acre tract of land
described as Parcel No. 2 of that certain Deed to H. Janet Schultzberg, recorded May 19, 1944 in
Volume 831, Page 107, Official Records of Monterey County; thence following the southerly line
of said Parcel No. 2 of said Deed (Chicago Title Company 2017).

3142 Bird Rock Road
Pebble Beach, CA 93953
Office: 831-641-7474
Mobile: 916-296-4334
Fax: 831-641-7472
Email: historic.resource@comcast.net
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Figure 1: Aerial view of 342 Asilomar Boulevard, looking north.
The project area is outlined in red.

Figure 2: Assessor’s Parcel Map
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPERTY
The subject property consists of a single-story, wood or stick-frame residence sited on a
rectangular 21,700 square foot parcel. The residence consists of 1,000 square feet, having two
bedrooms and one bathroom. Character defining architectural features of the residence include its
low, horizontal rectangular massing with an attached single-car garage, perimeter concrete
foundation, low pitched shed roof, plain facia lacking gutters, brick fireplace extending from the
front or east elevation along its exterior wall through the roof for approximately 4 feet, asymmetric
fenestration, and horizontal lap or board exterior siding. A painted wood door provides access to
the residence facing Asilomar Avenue, flanked by a narrow louver-style horizontal-shaped
window on the right and fixed plate glass window to the left. To the left of the brick fireplace are
two horizontal-shaped louver-style windows. The south elevation of the residence is distinguished
by the home’s gently sloping roofline and two replaced rectangular vinyl sash windows. The west
or rear elevation of the residence is characterized by a replaced vinyl sash window on the right
followed by two horizontal vinyl sash windows, a pair of replaced vinyl sash windows, and a
picture window to the left. Further to the left or north along the rear is a contemporary wooden
deck that leads to a lighted entry door with a slight inset on the wall line. The north elevation
features a rectangular-shaped single louver style window in the center of the wall. The front yard
and the rear yard are minimally landscaped with grasses and several shrubs. The house rests on
the inner dunes facing the ocean with a large dune lying immediately to the west. Asilomar Avenue
rises abruptly to the east.

Figure 3: View of 342 Asilomar Boulevard, looking southwest.
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Figure 4: View of 342 Asilomar Boulevard, looking east.
Based upon city directories, aerial photographs, and tax assessor records, the home appears to have
been built in 1953, and occupied in 1954. The residence appears to conform to its original massing
or building footprint, however, it has undergone a number of alterations, particularly window
replacement and a contemporary rear deck placed in the northwest corner of the house.
Pacific Grove was founded in 1875 by a group of Methodists who modeled the town after Ocean
Grove, New Jersey. In time, the butterflies, fragrant pines and fresh sea air brought others to the
Pacific Grove Retreat to rest and meditate. The initial meeting of the Pacific Coast branch of the
Chautauqua Literary and Scientific Circle was held in Pacific Grove in June 1879. Modeled after
the Methodist Sunday school teachers’ training camp established in 1874 at Lake Chautauqua,
New York, this location became part of a nationwide educational network. In November 1879,
after the summer campers returned home, Robert Louis Stevenson wandered into the deserted
campgrounds: "I have never been in any place so dreamlike. Indeed, it was not so much like a
deserted town as like a scene upon the stage by daylight, and with no one on the boards." The
Pacific Grove post office opened in 1886, closed later that year, and was re-opened in 1887. Pacific
Grove incorporated in 1889 (McLane 1952).
Pacific Grove, like Carmel-by-the-Sea and Monterey, became an artists' haven in the 1890s and
subsequent period. Artists of the plein air school in both Europe and the United States were seeking
an outdoor venue which had natural beauty, so that Pacific Grove was a magnet for this movement.
William Adam was an English painter who first moved to Monterey and then decided on Pacific
Grove for his home in 1906. At about the same time Eugen Neuhaus, a German painter, arrived in
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Pacific Grove with his new bride. Charles B. Judson was an artist of aristocratic lineage who
painted in Pacific Grove over a long period of time beginning in 1907; Judson's murals decorate
the halls of the California Academy of Sciences (McLane 1952).
For a number of years, John Steinbeck lived in a cottage in Pacific Grove owned by his father,
Ernest, who was Monterey County Treasurer. The cottage still stands on a quiet side street, without
any plaque or special sign, virtually overlooked by most Steinbeck fans. In Steinbeck's book Sweet
Thursday, a chapter is dedicated to describing a likely fictional rivalry that arose among the town's
residents over the game of roque. Local traditions include a Butterfly Parade, in which elementary
schoolchildren dress in costumes and march through town, and the Feast of Lanterns, a Chinesestyled pageant in which a high school girl and her companions act out a melodrama (McLane
1952).
The mid-20th century Modern residence at 342 Asilomar Boulevard represents a modest “cottage”
style residence built in 1953-1954 and first occupied by John and Elaine A. Hoganson. John
Hoganson was an officer in the United States Navy, likely stationed in Monterey (R.L. Polk &
Company. California City Directory, Monterey, CA 1954). By 1960, the residence was either
rented or sold to Dale R. Wilson (R.L. Polk & Company. California City Directory, Monterey, CA
1960). Ten years later the residence is listed as vacant, but by 1981 the residence was owned or
occupied by Pamela A. Weigle (R.L. Polk & Company. California City Directory, Monterey, CA
1981). For many years the residence was likely used as a second-home or as a rental, based upon
city directories. In 2013, the property was owned by the Mangelsdorf family, who sold it to the
current owners, Frank and Carol Schembri, in 2017.
In regards to the architectural design of the residence, its low horizontal lines, gently sloping shed
style roof, and its large exterior brick chimney/fireplace clearly point to similar homes built during
the 1950s and 1960s. What is now commonly referred to a Mid-Century or Mid-Twentieth Century
architecture is rooted principally in the development of post-World War II residential housing in
the greater Monterey Peninsula, including Monterey, Pacific Grove, Carmel, and Pebble Beach.
During the post-World War II era, most areas of the Monterey Peninsula experienced a sustained
building boom, reflecting pent-up demand and explosive population growth in California. Both
Pacific Grove and nearby Pebble Beach area witnessed similar growth, in part due to the proximity
of Fort Ord and the expanding South Bay Area region that would come to be known as Silicon
Valley. As new houses were infilled on undeveloped parcels along Asilomar Avenue, the end result
was a diverse mix of architectural styles.
One of the most prolific builders in the Monterey-Carmel area was Hugh Comstock, who began
to experiment in the 1930s with a vernacular style of construction that he labeled "Post-Adobe."
The name reflected not only the construction techniques employed in the style, but also a reference
to modifications made to the "old" style of adobe construction as applied to many California
missions, estancias, and residences from the 18th century through the mid-19th century. As
described by Comstock, "the original conception of the Post-Adobe was inspired by a simple drive
and ambition to improve and reduce the cost of, adobe construction" (Comstock 1948).
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In 1948, Comstock published a vocational and technical manual for the construction of Post-Adobe
style homes. Published in Carmel, the pamphlet book described techniques employed in the
manufacture of Post-Adobe homes, and contained working drawings and photographs of existing
Post-Adobe homes. By the 1950s, Comstock as well as others, helped establish the "Post-Adobe"
as the quintessential California Ranch home throughout Carmel Valley and parts of Pebble Beach
(Comstock 1948). While demand for Post-Adobe homes increased in the post-World War II Era,
so did more traditional forms of architecture, particularly those espoused by other California
architectures, such as Cliff May.
Both Comstock and May introduced Modern Architecture to the region, albeit with the use of
much older materials. Cliff May introduced his architectural preferences in Sunset Magazine in
1946. In the early 1930s, Cliff May was designing homes principally in San Diego and Los Angeles
for the mild Southern California climate. In an interview in 1936, May declared that “the early
Californians had the right idea. They built for the seclusion and comfort of their families, for the
enjoyment of relaxation in their homes.” A descendant himself of an early California Spanish
family, May was raised on a San Diego ranch. Considered by many to be the father of the
California Ranch house, May is noted for combining the western ranch house and Hispanic
hacienda styles with elements of Modernism (Sunset Magazine May 1946, reprinted 1999; May
1958, reprinted 1997; Gregory 2008).
What made Cliff May's articulation of home design so compelling was his drive to perpetuate ideas
of livability rather than façade. May designs incorporated large expanses of glass and sliding glass
doors. His approach called for houses to be built out instead of up, with the continual goal of
bringing the outdoors in (Sunset Magazine May 1946, reprinted 1999; May 1958, reprinted 1997;
Gregory 2008). The California Ranch style emerged as one of the most popular American styles
in the 1950s and 1960s. The style took its cues from the spare and hardy practicality of western
styles like Monterey Spanish Colonial, Prairie, and Craftsman homes. Residences were
characterized by one-story, low pitched-roof construction, built-in garage, wood or brick exterior
walls, picture windows, sliding glass doors, large rafters, and patios (Gregory 2008). Throughout
Monterey County, thousands of California Ranch style homes were constructed.
During the same post-War period in which May and others introduced California Ranch style
architecture to the region, Modernist architects were diligently at work as well adopting new
technologies and designs that reflected the emerging markets in California. The modernist designs
were punctuated with either one-story or split level, emphasizing modular or cubist shapes, and
generally with flat roofs and exaggerated roof eaves. A few homes were designed by recognized
Modernist architects of the period, such as Jon Konigshofer, as well as others representing the Bay
Area regional style (Page & Turnbull, Inc. 2013: 113-114). By the 1960s, most of the Modernist
style homes in Pacific Grove and nearby Pebble Beach featured asymmetric designs, wood and
stucco exterior wall cladding, aluminum windows, tar and gravel roofs, large slumpstone or brick
fireplaces, and varying roof heights.
The subject property, located in what was known as Pacific Grove Acres, a subdivision filed June
2, 1919 in Volume 3, Maps of "Cities and Towns," at Page 13, Monterey County Records, is
depicted in Figures 1-2. The subject property reflects a very modest version of a Mid-20th Century
Modern residence. While the home’s overall visual presence is clearly modern, it lacks some of
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the key character defining features embodied in the work of important architects of the period,
such as large plate glass windows and varying roof heights, although the front or east facing façade
of the home does have wide roof eaves. It is also apparent that the home’s window fenestration
and materials have been altered, many replaced with contemporary designs of vinyl.
REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
The City of Pacific Grove, under contract with a cultural resource consulting firm, developed a
context study focusing on buildings constructed between 1927-1945. Called out as the “City of
Homes” period, this episode of development focused on recreation and tourism, the Great
Depression, and World War II. Property types associated with these significant themes include
residential properties, commercial properties, auto camps and cottage courts, civic and public
assembly properties, industrial properties, and cultural landscape elements (Page & Turnbull,
Inc. 2011: 16). The subject property post-dates this period of development in Pacific Grove, and
to date the post-1950s era has not seen the level of recognition as compared with the period from
the 1870s through the early 1940s.
According to the context statement, residential architecture of the period encompasses a range of
styles, with the most popular roughly following a chronology that included the Spanish Colonial
Revival style (1920s - 1930s), which also includes the related Pueblo Revival style; Tudor Revival
style (1920s – 1930s); the Minimal Traditional Style (1930s – 1940s); and the Ranch Style (1940s
– 1970s). As was the case in previous eras, vernacular buildings are common, most frequently
appearing as simplified versions of Craftsman style buildings or following English cottage
precedents.
In contrast, the 1950s represent a transitional period of architecture in Pacific Grove. During World
War II few homes were built in the city, however, building dramatically picked up in the early
1950s, particularly to the south and along the coastal dune area to the north of the Asilomar
Conference Grounds. There still exists numerous early to late-1950s cottage style modern homes
dotting the various streets in the vicinity of the conference grounds. Many were occupied by
enlisted or retired military or were modest second-homes. The subject property clearly represents
this class of residence in Pacific Grove.
The City of Pacific Grove Historic Preservation Ordinance Title 23 Chapter 23.76 governs how
historic resources are evaluated, placed on, or removed from the Historic Resources Inventory,
and how any changes to structures are considered. The Pacific Grove Community Development
Department requires an applicant hire a qualified historic consultant to prepare a Phase One
Assessment when a project has the potential to affect a building, site, object or structure that is 50
years of age or older. The assessment will determine if a resource is historic by using criteria from
the National Register of Historic Places, the California Register of Historic Resources and Pacific
Grove’s Historic Preservation Ordinance (Municipal Code Chapter 23.76). If it is determined that
a resource is eligible for listing under one or more of the above sources, then a Phase Two
Assessment is triggered.
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An applicant must submit (3) administrative draft copies of a Phase One Historic Assessment.
Submission requirements vary based on the consultant’s findings as follows:
1) Not Significant - submit a letter stating why the property is not historic, citing local,
state and federal criteria to support the finding.
2) Significant without Integrity – submit a completed DPR 523a and DPR 523b
(Primary Record and Building, Structure, Object Record) with a cover letter that
addresses the 7 specific aspects of integrity and which of the seven have been lost and
why.
3) Significant – submit a completed DPR 523a and DPR 523b (Primary Record and
Building, Structure, Object Record) with a cover letter stating at what level (local, state
or national) the resource is significant and the applicable criteria. On DPR 523b,
section B10, address integrity and list the character defining features of the resource.
SIGNIFICANCE STATEMENT
In addition to City of Pacific Grove Historic Preservation Ordinance Title 23 Chapter 23.76, which
governs how historic resources are evaluated, the subject property was assessed under the
regulatory framework within the guidelines imposed for the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) and the California Register of Historic Resources (CRHR) under Public Resources Code
section 5024.1, and the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) criteria. A historical resource
may be eligible for inclusion in the CRHR if it:
1.
2.
3.

4.

Is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the
broad patterns of California’s history and cultural heritage;
Is associated with the lives of persons important in our past;
Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, region, or method
of construction, represents the work of an important creative individual, or
possesses high artistic values; or
Has yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important to prehistory
or history.

To guide the selection of properties included in the NRHP, the National Park Service has
developed the NRHP Criteria for Evaluation. The quality of significance in American history,
architecture, archaeology, and culture is possible in districts, sites, buildings, structures, and
objects that possess integrity of location, design, setting, material, workmanship, feeling, and
association, and meet one of the following criteria:
Criterion A: Are associated with events that have made a significant
contribution to the broad patterns of our history; or
Criterion B: Are associated with the lives of persons significant in our past;
or
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Criterion C: Embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or
method of construction or that represent the work of a master, or that
possess high artistic values, or that represent a significant and
distinguishable entity whose components make lack individual distinction;
or
Criterion D: Has yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important
in prehistory or history (36 CFR Part 60).
The National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) defines a significant resource as one that meets
one or above of the Criteria and retains integrity. It is the purpose of this evaluation to address the
cultural resources identified in the project in concert with the aforementioned guidelines imposed
through the CRHR and the NRHP. In applying the seven aspects of integrity to the residential
property at 342 Asilomar Boulevard, the property retains integrity of setting, location, feeling, and
association, but has diminished integrity related to its workmanship, design, and materials.
Photographs 3-4 depict the residence as it appears today and illustrate the loss of integrity in
regards to the home’s original fenestration. In determining the significance of 342 Asilomar
Boulevard, there a number of important factors that need to be considered. First, whether the house
is associated with an events or events of significance in the history of Pacific Grove, or with a
person or persons of significance in the history of Pacific Grove. Second, whether the house
represents an important work of a local or regional architect, and whether the home’s architectural
design represents the work of a master designer or craftsman working in the mid-20th Century.
In regards to the CRHR Criteria 1 and NRHP Criteria A, no documentation has been found to
suggest that the subject property represents or is associated with an event or events of significance
in the history of Pacific Grove. Under CRHR Criteria 2 and NRHP Criteria B, no evidence has
been found to suggest that the property is associated with a person or persons of significance in
the history of Pacific Grove. Finally, under Criteria 3 and NRHP Criteria C, no evidence has been
found to link the house to an architect of significance in the history of Pacific Grove, and,
conversely, as an important example of mid-20th Century modern style architecture in the City of
Pacific Grove. It should also be noted that this style or form of architecture is well represented in
Pacific Grove, particularly to the south of the original Townsite.
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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In summary, after carrying out a pedestrian survey of 342 Asilomar Boulevard, conducting
archival research, and examining other residences in Pacific Grove built in the 1950s, it is my
recommendation that the subject property is not eligible for listing on the CRHR, NRHP, nor the
Pacific Grove Historic Resources Inventory.
If you have any questions regarding the details or recommendation provided in this historical
assessment, please contact me.
Regards,

Dana E. Supernowicz, M.A., RPA
Principal
Attachments: DPR 523A – Primary Record
DPR 523B – Building, Structure, and Object Record
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State of California ⎯ The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

Primary #:
____________________________________
HRI # ____________________________________________

PRIMARY RECORD

Trinomial
_____________________________________
NRHP Status Code:
______________________________
Other Listings
_____________________________________
Review Code

Page 1 of 1

____ Reviewer _________ Date _______

*Resource Name or #: 342 Asilomar Boulevard

P1.
Other Identifier: Schembri Residence (001-061-06)
*P2.
Location:  Not for Publication
◼ Unrestricted
*a.
County: Monterey
*b.
USGS 7.5’ Quad: Monterey, CA
Date: 1977
c.
Address : 342 Asilomar Boulevard
City: Pacific Grove
Zip: 93950
d.
UTM: N/A
*e.
Other Locational Data (APN #): The property, located at 342 Asilomar Boulevard in Pacific Grove, is situated on the west side of
Asilomar Avenue between Pico and Arena Avenue. The parcel, identified as Assessor’s Parcel Number (APN) 001-061-06, is legally described
as follows: Beginning at a point on the westerly line of Asilomar Avenue from which point Corner 7 of Block 330, bears N. 3° 19' E., 194.03
feet, as said Asilomar Avenue and said Corner 7 and Block 330, are shown on Sheet 2 of that certain map entitled, "Map of Pacific Grove
Acres," filed June 2, 1919 in Volume 3, Maps of "Cities and Towns", at Page 13, Monterey County Records, said point of beginning being the
southeasterly corner of that certain 0.250 acre tract of land described as Parcel No. 2 of that certain Deed to H. Janet Schultzberg, recorded May
19, 1944 in Volume 831, Page 107, Official Records of Monterey County; thence following the southerly line of said Parcel No. 2 of said Deed
(Chicago Title Company 2017).
*P3a.
Description: The subject property consists of a single-story, wood or stick-frame residence sited on a rectangular 21,700 square foot
parcel. The residence consists of 1,000 square feet, having two bedrooms and one bathroom. Character defining architectural features of the
residence include its low, horizontal rectangular massing with an attached single-car garage, perimeter concrete foundation, low pitched shed roof,
plain facia lacking gutters, brick fireplace extending from the front or east elevation along its exterior wall through the roof for approximately 4 feet,
asymmetric fenestration, and horizontal lap or board exterior siding. A painted wood door provides access to the residence facing Asilomar Avenue,
flanked by a narrow louver-style horizontal-shaped window on the right and fixed plate glass window to the left. To the left of the brick fireplace are
two horizontal-shaped louver-style windows. The south elevation of the residence is distinguished by the home’s gently sloping roofline and two
replaced rectangular vinyl sash windows. The west or rear elevation of the residence is characterized by a replaced vinyl sash window on the right
followed by two horizontal vinyl sash windows, a pair of replaced vinyl sash windows, and a picture window to the left. Further to the left or north
along the rear is a contemporary wooden deck that leads to a lighted entry door with a slight inset on the wall line. The north elevation features a
rectangular-shaped single louver style window in the center of the wall. The front yard and the rear yard are minimally landscaped with grasses and
several shrubs. The house rests on the inner dunes facing the ocean with a large dune lying immediately to the west. Asilomar Avenue rises abruptly
to the east.
*P3b.
*P4.

Resource Attributes: HP2 - Single-family property
Resources Present:  Building  Structure  Object

P5a.
Photograph or Drawing (Photograph required for
buildings, structures, and objects.)

 Site

 District  Element of District

P5b.
Description of Photo: View of the residence looking
southwest from Asilomar Avenue.
*P6.
Date Constructed/Age and Sources: ◼ Historic
1954. Historic city directories and aerial photographs.
*P7.
Owner and Address: Frank and Carol Schembri, 3912
Marshall Avenue, San Mateo, California 94403.
*P8.
Recorded by: Dana E. Supernowicz, Historic Resource
Associates, 3142 Bird Rock Road, Pebble Beach, CA 93953.
*P9.
Date Recorded: November 7, 2020
*P10.
Type of Survey: ◼ Architectural
Describe: Architectural Survey
*P11.
Report Citation: Phase I Historical Resource Assessment of
342 Asilomar Boulevard, Pacific Grove, Monterey County, California
93950. Prepared for Frank and Carol Schembri, 3912 Marshall Avenue,
San Mateo, CA 94403. Prepared by Historic Resource Associates, 3142
Bird Rock Road, Pebble Beach, CA 93953. November 2020.
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DPR 523A
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State of California ⎯ The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION
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HRI#:

BUILDING, STRUCTURE, AND OBJECT RECORD
Page 1 of 10
B1.
B2.
B3.
*B5.
*B6.

*Resource Name or #: 342 Asilomar Boulevard

NRHP Status Code: 6Z

Historic Name: Hoganson Residence
Common Name: 342 Asilomar Boulevard
Original Use: Residence
B4. Present Use: Residence
Architectural Style: Mid-20th Century Modern
Construction History: Based upon city directories, aerial photographs, and tax assessor records, the home appears to have

been built in 1953, and occupied in 1954. The residence appears to conform to its original massing or building footprint,
however, it has undergone a number of alterations, particularly window replacement and a contemporary rear deck placed in
the northwest corner of the house.
*B7.
*B8.
B9a.

Moved? ◼ No
 Yes  Unknown
Date: N/A
Original Location:
Related Features: Single-family residential houses dating from the 1920s through the 2000s.
Architect: Undetermined
B9b. Builder: Undetermined

*B10.

Significance: Theme: Mid-20th Century Modern
Area: Pacific Grove
Period of Significance: 1953-1954
Property Type: Residence
Applicable Criteria: A, B & C

Pacific Grove was founded in 1875 by a group of Methodists who modeled the town after Ocean Grove, New Jersey. In time, the
butterflies, fragrant pines and fresh sea air brought others to the Pacific Grove Retreat to rest and meditate. The initial meeting of
the Pacific Coast branch of the Chautauqua Literary and Scientific Circle was held in Pacific Grove in June 1879. Modeled after
the Methodist Sunday school teachers’ training camp established in 1874 at Lake Chautauqua, New York, this location became
part of a nationwide educational network. In November 1879, after the summer campers returned home, Robert Louis Stevenson
wandered into the deserted campgrounds: "I have never been in any place so dreamlike. Indeed, it was not so much like a deserted
town as like a scene upon the stage by daylight, and with no one on the boards." The Pacific Grove post office opened in 1886,
closed later that year, and was re-opened in 1887. Pacific Grove incorporated in 1889 (McLane 1952) (refer to BSO, Page 2 of
10).
B11.
Additional Resource Attributes: N/A
B12.
References: Chicago Title Company. Preliminary Title Report, 342 Asilomar Avenue, Pacific Grove, CA. January 23, 2017; Flood,
Theodore L. and Frank Chapin Bray. “History of the Pacific Branch C.L.S.C.” The Chautauquan. Chautauqua Literary and Scientific Circle,
Chautauqua Institution. Volume 40. 1905; Heritage Society of Pacific Grove Website. www.pacificgroveheritage.org. Accessed November 2020;
McLane, Lucy Neely. A Piney Paradise by Monterey Bay: Pacific Grove, The Documentary History of her first Twenty-five Years and a Glimpse of
her Adulthood. San Francisco: Lawton Kennedy. 1952; Pacific Grove Museum of Natural History. Pacific Grove, 1912; Page & Turnbull, Inc. City
of Pacific Grove Historic Context Statement, Final. Prepared for the city of Pacific Grove, Monterey County, California. October 31, 2011; Page
& Turnbull, Inc. Pebble Beach Historic Context Statement. Prepared for Monterey County, California. 2013. R.L. Polk & Company. California
City Directories, Monterey, CA 1954, 1960, 1981; Seavey, Kent and the Heritage Society of Pacific Grove. Images of America: Pacific Grove. San
Francisco: Arcadia Publishing. 2005; Sunset Magazine May 1946, reprinted 1999; May 1958, reprinted 1997; United States Federal Census, Pacific
Grove, California, 1940.
B13.
Remarks: N/A
B14.
Evaluator: Dana E. Supernowicz, Historic Resource Associates, 3142 Bird Rock Road, Pebble Beach, CA 93953
Date of Evaluation: November 2020
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*Resource Name or #: 342 Asilomar Boulevard
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Significance: (Continued):

Pacific Grove, like Carmel-by-the-Sea and Monterey, became an artists' haven in the 1890s and subsequent period. Artists of the
plein air school in both Europe and the United States were seeking an outdoor venue which had natural beauty, so that Pacific
Grove was a magnet for this movement. William Adam was an English painter who first moved to Monterey and then decided on
Pacific Grove for his home in 1906. At about the same time Eugen Neuhaus, a German painter, arrived in Pacific Grove with his
new bride. Charles B. Judson was an artist of aristocratic lineage who painted in Pacific Grove over a long period of time
beginning in 1907; Judson's murals decorate the halls of the California Academy of Sciences (McLane 1952).
For a number of years, John Steinbeck lived in a cottage in Pacific Grove owned by his father, Ernest, who was Monterey County
Treasurer. The cottage still stands on a quiet side street, without any plaque or special sign, virtually overlooked by most
Steinbeck fans. In Steinbeck's book Sweet Thursday, a chapter is dedicated to describing a likely fictional rivalry that arose
among the town's residents over the game of roque. Local traditions include a Butterfly Parade, in which elementary
schoolchildren dress in costumes and march through town, and the Feast of Lanterns, a Chinese-styled pageant in which a high
school girl and her companions act out a melodrama (McLane 1952).
The mid-20th century Modern residence at 342 Asilomar Boulevard represents a modest “cottage” style residence built in 19531954 and first occupied by John and Elaine A. Hoganson. John Hoganson was an officer in the United States Navy, likely
stationed in Monterey (R.L. Polk & Company. California City Directory, Monterey, CA 1954). By 1960, the residence was either
rented or sold to Dale R. Wilson (R.L. Polk & Company. California City Directory, Monterey, CA 1960). Ten years later the
residence is listed as vacant, but by 1981 the residence was owned or occupied by Pamela A. Weigle (R.L. Polk & Company.
California City Directory, Monterey, CA 1981). For many years the residence was likely used as a second-home or as a rental,
based upon city directories. In 2013, the property was owned by the Mangelsdorf family, who sold it to the current owners, Frank
and Carol Schembri, in 2017.
In regards to the architectural design of the residence, its low horizontal lines, gently sloping shed style roof, and its large exterior
brick chimney/fireplace clearly point to similar homes built during the 1950s and 1960s. What is now commonly referred to a
Mid-Century or Mid-Twentieth Century architecture is rooted principally in the development of post-World War II residential
housing in the greater Monterey Peninsula, including Monterey, Pacific Grove, Carmel, and Pebble Beach. During the post-World
War II era, most areas of the Monterey Peninsula experienced a sustained building boom, reflecting pent-up demand and explosive
population growth in California. Both Pacific Grove and nearby Pebble Beach area witnessed similar growth, in part due to the
proximity of Fort Ord and the expanding South Bay Area region that would come to be known as Silicon Valley. As new houses
were infilled on undeveloped parcels along Asilomar Avenue, the end result was a diverse mix of architectural styles.
One of the most prolific builders in the Monterey-Carmel area was Hugh Comstock, who began to experiment in the 1930s with a
vernacular style of construction that he labeled "Post-Adobe." The name reflected not only the construction techniques employed in
the style, but also a reference to modifications made to the "old" style of adobe construction as applied to many California missions,
estancias, and residences from the 18th century through the mid-19th century. As described by Comstock, "the original conception of
the Post-Adobe was inspired by a simple drive and ambition to improve and reduce the cost of, adobe construction" (Comstock
1948). In 1948, Comstock published a vocational and technical manual for the construction of Post-Adobe style homes. Published in
Carmel, the pamphlet book described techniques employed in the manufacture of Post-Adobe homes, and contained working
drawings and photographs of existing Post-Adobe homes. By the 1950s, Comstock as well as others, helped establish the "PostAdobe" as the quintessential California Ranch home throughout Carmel Valley and parts of Pebble Beach (Comstock 1948). While
demand for Post-Adobe homes increased in the post-World War II Era, so did more traditional forms of architecture, particularly
those espoused by other California architectures, such as Cliff May.
Both Comstock and May introduced Modern Architecture to the region, albeit with the use of much older materials. Cliff May
introduced his architectural preferences in Sunset Magazine in 1946. In the early 1930s, Cliff May was designing homes principally
in San Diego and Los Angeles for the mild Southern California climate. In an interview in 1936, May declared that “the early
Californians had the right idea. They built for the seclusion and comfort of their families, for the enjoyment of relaxation in their
homes.” A descendant himself of an early California Spanish family, May was raised on a San Diego ranch. Considered by many to
be the father of the California Ranch house, May is noted for combining the western ranch house and Hispanic hacienda styles with
elements of Modernism (Sunset Magazine May 1946, reprinted 1999; May 1958, reprinted 1997; Gregory 2008).
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What made Cliff May's articulation of home design so compelling was his drive to perpetuate ideas of livability rather than façade.
May designs incorporated large expanses of glass and sliding glass doors. His approach called for houses to be built out instead of up,
with the continual goal of bringing the outdoors in (Sunset Magazine May 1946, reprinted 1999; May 1958, reprinted 1997; Gregory
2008). The California Ranch style emerged as one of the most popular American styles in the 1950s and 1960s. The style took its
cues from the spare and hardy practicality of western styles like Monterey Spanish Colonial, Prairie, and Craftsman homes.
Residences were characterized by one-story, low pitched-roof construction, built-in garage, wood or brick exterior walls, picture
windows, sliding glass doors, large rafters, and patios (Gregory 2008). Throughout Monterey County, thousands of California Ranch
style homes were constructed.
During the same post-War period in which May and others introduced California Ranch style architecture to the region,
Modernist architects were diligently at work as well adopting new technologies and designs that reflected the emerging markets in
California. The modernist designs were punctuated with either one-story or split level, emphasizing modular or cubist shapes, and
generally with flat roofs and exaggerated roof eaves. A few homes were designed by recognized Modernist architects of the period,
such as Jon Konigshofer, as well as others representing the Bay Area regional style (Page & Turnbull, Inc. 2013: 113-114). By the
1960s, most of the Modernist style homes in Pacific Grove and nearby Pebble Beach featured asymmetric designs, wood and
stucco exterior wall cladding, aluminum windows, tar and gravel roofs, large slumpstone or brick fireplaces, and varying roof
heights.
The subject property, located in what was known as Pacific Grove Acres, a subdivision filed June 2, 1919 in Volume 3, Maps of
"Cities and Towns," at Page 13, Monterey County Records, is depicted in Figures 1-2. The subject property reflects a very modest
version of a Mid-20th Century Modern residence. While the home’s overall visual presence is clearly modern, it lacks some of the
key character defining features embodied in the work of important architects of the period, such as large plate glass windows and
varying roof heights, although the front or east facing façade of the home does have wide roof eaves. It is also apparent that the
home’s window fenestration and materials have been altered, many replaced with contemporary designs of vinyl.

Figure 1: Aerial view of 342 Asilomar Boulevard, looking north. Note the
different roof material as opposed to the roof of the main residence.
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Figure 2: Assessor’s Parcel Map.

REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
The City of Pacific Grove, under contract with a cultural resource consulting firm, developed a context study focusing on
buildings constructed between 1927-1945. Called out as the “City of Homes” period, this episode of development focused on
recreation and tourism, the Great Depression, and World War II. Property types associated with these significant themes include
residential properties, commercial properties, auto camps and cottage courts, civic and public assembly properties, industrial
properties, and cultural landscape elements (Page & Turnbull, Inc. 2011: 16). The subject property post-dates this period of
development in Pacific Grove, and to date the post-1950s era has not seen the level of recognition as compared with the period
from the 1870s through the early 1940s.
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According to the context statement, residential architecture of the period encompasses a range of styles, with the most popular
roughly following a chronology that included the Spanish Colonial Revival style (1920s - 1930s), which also includes the related
Pueblo Revival style; Tudor Revival style (1920s – 1930s); the Minimal Traditional Style (1930s – 1940s); and the Ranch Style
(1940s – 1970s). As was the case in previous eras, vernacular buildings are common, most frequently appearing as simplified
versions of Craftsman style buildings or following English cottage precedents.
In contrast, the 1950s represent a transitional period of architecture in Pacific Grove. During World War II few homes were built
in the city, however, building dramatically picked up in the early 1950s, particularly to the south and along the coastal dune area
to the north of the Asilomar Conference Grounds. There still exists numerous early to late-1950s cottage style modern homes
dotting the various streets in the vicinity of the conference grounds. Many were occupied by enlisted or retired military or were
modest second-homes. The subject property clearly represents this class of residence in Pacific Grove.
The City of Pacific Grove Historic Preservation Ordinance Title 23 Chapter 23.76 governs how historic resources are evaluated,
placed on, or removed from the Historic Resources Inventory, and how any changes to structures are considered. The Pacific
Grove Community Development Department requires an applicant hire a qualified historic consultant to prepare a Phase One
Assessment when a project has the potential to affect a building, site, object or structure that is 50 years of age or older. The
assessment will determine if a resource is historic by using criteria from the National Register of Historic Places, the California
Register of Historic Resources and Pacific Grove’s Historic Preservation Ordinance (Municipal Code Chapter 23.76). If it is
determined that a resource is eligible for listing under one or more of the above sources, then a Phase Two Assessment is
triggered. An applicant must submit (3) administrative draft copies of a Phase One Historic Assessment. Submission
requirements vary based on the consultant’s findings as follows:

•
•
•

Not Significant - submit a letter stating why the property is not historic, citing local, state and federal criteria to
support the finding.
Significant without Integrity – submit a completed DPR 523a and DPR 523b (Primary Record and Building,
Structure, Object Record) with a cover letter that addresses the 7 specific aspects of integrity and which of the seven
have been lost and why.
Significant – submit a completed DPR 523a and DPR 523b (Primary Record and Building, Structure, Object Record)
with a cover letter stating at what level (local, state or national) the resource is significant and the applicable criteria.
On DPR 523b, section B10, address integrity and list the character defining features of the resource.

SIGNIFICANCE STATEMENT
In addition to City of Pacific Grove Historic Preservation Ordinance Title 23 Chapter 23.76, which governs how historic
resources are evaluated, the subject property was assessed under the regulatory framework within the guidelines imposed for the
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) and the California Register of Historic Resources (CRHR) under Public Resources
Code section 5024.1, and the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) criteria. A historical resource may be eligible for
inclusion in the CRHR if it:
1.
2.
3.
4.

DPR 523B

Is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of California’s
history and cultural heritage;
Is associated with the lives of persons important in our past;
Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, region, or method of construction, represents
the work of an important creative individual, or possesses high artistic values; or
Has yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important to prehistory or history.
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To guide the selection of properties included in the NRHP, the National Park Service has developed the NRHP Criteria for
Evaluation. The quality of significance in American history, architecture, archaeology, and culture is possible in districts, sites,
buildings, structures, and objects that possess integrity of location, design, setting, material, workmanship, feeling, and
association, and meet one of the following criteria:
Criterion A: Are associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns
of our history; or
Criterion B: Are associated with the lives of persons significant in our past; or
Criterion C: Embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction or that
represent the work of a master, or that possess high artistic values, or that represent a significant and
distinguishable entity whose components make lack individual distinction; or
Criterion D: Has yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory or history (36
CFR Part 60).
The National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) defines a significant resource as one that meets one or above of the Criteria and
retains integrity. It is the purpose of this evaluation to address the cultural resources identified in the project in concert with the
aforementioned guidelines imposed through the CRHR and the NRHP. In applying the seven aspects of integrity to the residential
property at 342 Asilomar Boulevard, the property retains integrity of setting, location, feeling, and association, but has diminished
integrity related to its workmanship, design, and materials. Photographs 1-6 depict the residence as it appears today and illustrate
the loss of integrity in regards to the home’s original fenestration. In determining the significance of 342 Asilomar Boulevard,
there a number of important factors that need to be considered. First, whether the house is associated with an events or events of
significance in the history of Pacific Grove, or with a person or persons of significance in the history of Pacific Grove. Second,
whether the house represents an important work of a local or regional architect, and whether the home’s architectural design
represents the work of a master designer or craftsman working in the mid-20th Century.
In regards to the CRHR Criteria 1 and NRHP Criteria A, no documentation has been found to suggest that the subject property
represents or is associated with an event or events of significance in the history of Pacific Grove. Under CRHR Criteria 2 and
NRHP Criteria B, no evidence has been found to suggest that the property is associated with a person or persons of significance in
the history of Pacific Grove. Finally, under Criteria 3 and NRHP Criteria C, no evidence has been found to link the house to an
architect of significance in the history of Pacific Grove, and, conversely, as an important example of mid-20th Century modern
style architecture in the City of Pacific Grove. It should also be noted that this style or form of architecture is well represented in
Pacific Grove, particularly to the south of the original Townsite.
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PHOTOGRAPH RECORD

Photograph 1: View looking west at the front entry door, flanked
by a louvered window on the right and fixed window on the left.

Photograph 2: View looking west at the left front
of the residence with two louvered windows.
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Photograph 3: View looking northwest at the southeast
elevation of the residence with two replacement vinyl windows.

Photograph 4: View looking east at the southwest elevation of the residence.
Note the replacement vinyl windows in the rear of the house.
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Photograph 5: View looking south at the northwest elevation of the residence
with the newer deck and perhaps replacement or added entry door.

Photograph 6: View looking southeast at the north elevation of the residence.
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Photograph 7: View looking east from the top of the dune west of the
residence towards the residence and Asilomar Boulevard in the background.
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NEIGHBORHOOD
B TRUCK ROUTING PLAN

PEBBLE BEACH

PERFORM MINOR GRADING, CONSTRUCT NEW STRUCTURE, AND INSTALL UNDERGROUND UTILITIES:
EXISTING DRIVEWAY AREA TO BE USED FOR MATERIAL AND EQUIPMENT STAGING.
INSTALL NEW DECOMPOSED GRANITE PARKING, PERVIOUS PAVERS DRIVEWAY AND LANDSCAPING.
SEE ARCHITECTURAL AND CIVIL PLANS FOR EROSION CONTROL AND DEMOLITION NOTES.
CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS SHALL NOT BE STAGED ON ASILOMAR AVENUE AT ANY TIME
DURING CONSTRUCTION. MATERIAL DELIVERIES SHALL BE SCHEDULED SUCH THAT THEY ARE USED
PROMPTLY, AND MATERIAL STORAGE IS MINIMIZED. ALL CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS
SHALL BE STORED IN A DESIGNATED AREA ON THE SUBJECT PROPERTY.
HAUL ROUTES:
THE HAUL ROUTE TO THE SITE IS FROM HIGHWAY 1 TO HIGHWAY 68 TO FOREST AVENUE TO SUNSET
DRIVE TO ASILOMAR AVENUE. (HAUL TRUCKS EXIT IN THE SAME FASHION.) VEHICLES SHALL NOT BE LEFT
UNATTENDED WHILE IN QUEUE (IF NECESSARY) ON ASILOMAR AVENUE. CONTRACTOR TO ENSURE THAT
HEIGHT RESTRICTIONS WITHIN THE DRIVEWAY AREA SHALL BE ADDRESSED BEFORE CONSTRUCTION
VEHICLES ENTER THE SITE. SEE DETAILS B AND C, TRUCK ROUTING PLANS.
MATERIAL DELIVERIES:
IN THE EVENT THAT MATERIAL DELIVERIES CAUSE ANY STREETS ALONG THE HAUL ROUTE TO BE
PARTIALLY BLOCKED BY DELIVERY TRUCKS OR LOADING/UNLOADING OPERATIONS, A FLAGMAN SHALL BE
PRESENT TO DIRECT TRAFFIC AROUND THE LANE OBSTRUCTION. THE FLAGMAN SHALL BE PRESENT AT
ALL TIMES DURING WHICH DELIVERY/CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS MAY IMPACT TRAFFIC ON THE HAUL
ROUTE AND SURROUNDING STREETS.
EMPLOYEE PARKING:
LIMITED EMPLOYEE PARKING ON-SITE. EMPLOYEES SHALL USE PUBLIC PARKING LOTS AND CARPOOL TO
JOBSITE IF POSSIBLE. ON-SITE PARKING SHALL BE IN LEGAL SPACES ALONG ASILOMAR AVENUE, OBEYING
ALL PARKING LAWS. PARKING IS PROHIBITED IN ALL NATURAL AREAS WHICH ARE NOT CURRENTLY
PAVED OR GRAVEL.
LIMITS OF CONSTRUCTION:
ALL CONSTRUCTION SHALL TAKE PLACE WITHIN THE BORDER AS SHOWN.
EXISTING CYPRESS, PINE, AND OAK TREES LOCATED WITHIN THE LIMITS SHOWN SHALL BE SURROUNDED
BY ORANGE PROTECTIVE FENCING (SEE DETAIL).

TRUCK TRIP GENERATION NOTES:
1. TRUCK TRIPS FOR THE GRADING/SOIL REMOVAL (IF NECESSARY)
WILL BE BASED UPON 8 CUBIC YARDS PER TRUCKLOAD WITH AN
AVERAGE OF 5 TRUCK LOADS PER DAY.
2. THERE IS NO SURPLUS SOIL MATERIAL THAT WILL BE EXPORTED
OFF THE SITE.
3. GRADING OPERATIONS SHALL TAKE APPROXIMATELY 3 WORKING
DAYS TO COMPLETE.
4. THE AMOUNT OF GRADING PER DAY WILL VARY, THE AVERAGE
BETWEEN 50 & 80 CUBIC YARDS.

FOR

CONSTRUCTION STAGING:
DEMOLISH EXISTING HARDSCAPE AND OFFHAUL DEBRIS: EXISTING DRIVEWAY TO BE USED FOR
EQUIPMENT STAGING AND TEMPORARY STOCKPILE AREA.

MR. & MRS. FRANK AND CAROL SCHEMBRI

TRUCK TRIP GENERATION CHART:

OF

EARTHWORK QUANTITIES PER CIVIL ENGINEERING PLANS BY LANDSET ENGINEERS, INC.:
65 CY CUT
65 CY FILL

PACIFIC GROVE, MONTEREY COUNTY, CALIFORNIA

FENCING (ESA) DETAIL

A.P.N.: 007-061-006

PLAN

SCHEMBRI RESIDENCE

CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT PLAN

1

NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES/DAY:
4-10
HOURS OF OPERATION/DAY:
8
PROJECT SCHEDULING:
PROJECTED START DATE 4 JANUARY 2021,
3 WORKING DAYS TO COMPLETE GRADING, MONDAY THRU FRIDAY,
8:00 A.M. - 4:30 P.M. TOTAL PROJECT DURATION IS APPROXIMATELY
12 MONTHS.

A CONSTRUCTION STAGING PLAN

OVERALL TRUCK
C ROUTING PLAN

CMP1
1

